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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY,KENTUICKY, FRIDAY, MARCH 22, .9t.6
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ESCAPE FROM TIE , PLANT BEDS ARE RUINED BY BEING
posToFFIcE is 
: •SOWED WITH GRASS AND CLOVER SEEP. ii-1 •
VERY 
FLouRisHING : •1 ,
NEW COUNTIAAILI1 The recently sewed plant beds of i and clover seed grow much faster • •111
. i W. F. Cox's tenants andW.R.Four-i than the tobacco plants and soon • 
0
quean, of Gracey, wire plentiful- I choke them out. Last year the 0INTO OUR •
ly sprinkled with grass and clover 1 method wa,s.to scrape the plant beds • 
ttEE PRISONERS SAW THEIIR seed a few nights ago by unknown i with hoes. It is reported that still 
CLERKS HAPPY OVER RAISES IN1 0 •
parties. This is the latest plan adopt- I other farmers have suffered in at • 
•
ed by plant bed destroyers for the 1 similar manner, but these 
rumorsNew
  • 
•WAY I 0 USER ry
purpose of ruining plants. The grass I have not yet been verified. 111 •
 -1- t • 
•
' I
MAN UNDER DEATH SENTENCE had disappeared and a 
hole in the
window measuring about eight by
•
twenty inches was the only evidence •
Thursday's Daily) 1110left of how they had gotten out. The . 1110
0
• 40
0(yes Alarm Promptly and 
Authorities
Believe They Will Soon Be Back
In Their Cells.
(From Thursday's Daily)
A bar in one of the rear windows
of the new jail was sawed out this
morning and three prisoners, Ed
Lascoe,charged with horse stealing,
Kirk Bush, who shot John Henry
Cole in the mouth,and Merrity Cole-
man; charged With shooting in sud-
den heat and passion and carrying a
concealed deadly weapon, made
good their escape'.
The delivery occurred within a
very short time after the men had
eaten breakfast. After' finishing the
meal the three prisoners were detail-
ed to sweep up the corridor which
surrounds the steel cells in which
the other prisoners were confined.
They evidently hadfoll their plans
fully mapped out and the saw in
readiness, for it was only a few min-
utes until Harrison Alexander, *ho
is under death sentence for criminal
assault upon a white woman at
Greenville, but whose vase has been
appealed, gave the a I a r m. When










alarm Was given immediately audit
may only 134'a question of s ii o r t
time until the prisoners are recap-
tured.
Where the negroes secared the saw
is a mystery; but it must have been
snuggled in to them by a confede-
rate. It was carried awa y by the
negroes and its exact nature cannot
therefore be learned, but it muist
have been of an unusual temper in
order to kso readily and easily cut
through the bar of the window.
The escape is a great surprise as
the builder of the new jail had
claimed that it was proof against
an attempts to break out. It was
said that there was not a tool in the
city whlah could cope with the
highly tempered steel bars, but that
this was erroneous wai proven by
the quickness with which the ne-
groes sawed their way to liberty.
Jailer Johnson offers $24 reward
for the capture of the negroes.
Dr. W. Y. Irwin, of this city,
poet and corn doctor. has been
disbarred from practice in Kentuc-
ky by the state board of health
because of his failure to pass an
Miss Kate Manson has returned
Baltimore where she visitedli rela-
tives.
rM. and Mrs. John I). Hill have
returned from Chicago.
Miss Mamie Maguire is visiting:lithe
family of T. J. McReynolds IniSouth
Christian.
Supt. Barksdale Hamlett will go
to Elizabethtown today on. a busi-
ness trip.
Fred Bonte has returned to Louis-
ville after a visit to his mother:
Miss Lurce Galbreath is visiting
Nashville.
'Charles H. Nash, Jr., lef4 Tues-
day for Belton, Texas, to reside.,2"
W. A. Wilgus has gone toLLouis-
ville to attend the exposition.
C. J. Fish, of Chicago, has accept-
ed a position in the business office
of Ape City Light company.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hart andjMr.
examination.,He had just opened an 
and Mrs. Max J. Lowenthal have
returned from a trip in the east.
office in Owensboro. It is a wonder
the state board didn't try to stop Gus 1'. Brannon lias returned from





And spring Neckwear for men and young men and
Boy's Knee Pants Suits; Hart, Schafner & Marx,
Wellworth, Ettlinger and such well known clothing
BEFORE THE SIZES ARE BROKEN UP. WHILE WE HAVE
PLENTY, WE ANTICIPATE A LARGER AND BIGGER BUS-
INESS THIS SEASON THAN EVER BEFORE, AS WE HAVE
The Right Styles at Correct Prices
Don't Delay In Making Up Your Mind; This is the
Time to Buy
The telegrrm to the New Era yes-
terday that five clerks in the local
postoffice would receive a nice raise
in salary under the recent act pasIsed
for this purpose, caused beaming
faces in this department of Uncl
Sam's service. This provides for
every clerk in the office and as the
rural route and city free delivery
carriers have already been raised,
every employe of the office with the
exception of Postmaster _Breathitt
and Assistant Postmaster Gus
Breathitt, will get more money in
the future. The lewest salary which
is now paid in the local postoffice is
$66.66 per month.
The postmaster and assistant post-
master are not worrying over their
not getting any iecrease for their
pay is based on the revenue of the
office ad it is alreadY assured that
the total receipts for the year end-
ingsApril 1 will be more than enough
to secuie another hundred dollars
for Maj. Breathitt and a proport ion-
ate amount for his te-,..istaitt. In or-






•• We Now:, have One of the 0• *111 •
• Best Display Rooms
I 





• Our business is growing every year 840d we expect i
•
• 
to make 1907 our banner year if reasonable prices and a 0







• Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our•
-41• new quarters look, price our goods and we think von 
•• will help us make 1907 a record-breaker.
••
der to secure this additional amount
the office must show total receipts of GOOD MEN A$16,000 and there is:nordoubt but
that a handsome surplus above this
sum will be reported next month.
This raise has not been rguaranteed
but the incnease in receipts will be
shown and it has been a long -time
since the government failed ta come
aeross with an increase in salary
whenever such was the case. So it is
confidently expected that this year
will not prove an exception.
It is a patent fact/that the post-
office departmer.t shows a big deficit
each year. but the local postoifice
contributes handsomely to help pay
this deficit. Every: three months
Postmaster Breathitt makes his re-
port and after deducting all expen-
ses of .the _office, is always able to
send a 'handsome reinittance to be
applied as the department officials
see best to paying the annual de-
ficit. Not only does the local post-
office pay the Salaries of its clerks
but also pays those of the city free
delivery carriers..
Last year the total amount remit-
ted after all expenses had been paid,'
was $4,643.54. This was divided as
follows. Mist quarter, 41,276.36;
second quarter, $771.44; third quart-
er, $844,45; fourth quarter, $1,751.27.
Forthe two months already past
this year, the amount remaining
above expenses shows a gratifying
increase over 1906 and an even bet-
ter showing, notwithstanding II the
heavy advance which has been
made in salaries, is expected to be
made for 1907. This revenue is' de-,
rived from the sale of stamps, enve-
lopes, postal cards, etc. the money
orders not entering into this report.
A Washington despatch to the
New Era, received this morning,
states that the four city letter car-
riers in Hopkinsville will get an in-
crease in salaries under the pew pos-
tal law.
The state board of equalization
has ordered a raise of 5 per cent on
the assessment of farm land , and
personality in Christian county.
• Guthrie. Ky., March 19, 1907.
To the'Kentucky New Era:—
The executive committee of the
Planters' Protective association,met
at Guthrie, Ky., on Tuesday, March
12. This proved quite a profitable
meeting in many respects. After a
thorough discussion of the affairs of
the association, and a letter showing
that it would be some time yet be-
fore Mr. Ewing would he able to
take up his work, even after coming
home, it was decided to elect an ad-
visory board to take charge of affairs
during Mr. Ewing's absence, and
until he could take it up again. Mr.
J. B. Jackson, Sr., of Logan county;
Dr...J. W. Dunn, of Robertson coun-
ty, and Mr. Polk Prince, of Mont-
gomery county, were unanimously
elected to this place.
Mr. Jackson is loved and respected
by every member of the executive
committee ler his gentleness and
goodness; with these he combines
all the characteristics that go to.
make up an honorable, influential
citizen.
Dr. J. W. Dunn is regarded as one
of our most conservative, substan-
tial men. He has studied all phases
of the work neceasary for the suc-
cess of the associtition and his posi-
tion on all questions is sure to be
well taken.
Who in the Black I:atch does not
know of the faithful, earnest work
of Mr. Polk Prince, the "war-horse"
Of Montgomery; he has battled long
and strenuously in a county which
tried man's soul more than any in
the district, and with a success that
has made his clunty the banner
county.
' The election of these men gives
general satisfaction, and this posi-
tion of trust they will hold until Mr.
Ewing returns and signifies his
readiness for the work.
To say that these men are elected,
is enough; we as members feel that
nothing will be left undone that
would add to the interest of the
150,000 people they represent. So give







Hopkinsville is in no immediate ,INOODMENOEWORLO
danger of being subjected to the '
troubles of a street car strike.
rAGE TWO. ‘' 
rj j .41...LN t..:1%. I 1.\ _NU
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Will MaKe the SEASON OF 1907 and 1908 at VAN CLEVE'S FARM
You have a chance to breed to a horse that is a natural fast 
horse and is closer kin to more fast horses than any other person's horse; a real race and road horse, His
colts are sure enough good ones, they have that bold easy way 
of going that causes so many of the family to trot and pace in 2:03 and 2:05. Look at the year book and
you can see how many have beat 2:10. Directgo is the only one
 of the Directors that is stahcling for less than $50 a season. He is just as good and his colts will be
heard from later. I also have
HAPPY HEINE
•
He is now one of those high bred good looking colts that can do in harness or under the saddle. Remember these horses are registered in Rule No.
WE DO NOT HAVE ANY BUT THE BEST
Directgo's Fee is $20 the Season, cwith Privilege to Return, Money or Note Due at First Service
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
G. E. McCown,
From Day to Day
At a few inomants.notice, Hon. A.
0. Stanley was substituted as speak-
er Wednesday night at the Evans-
ville Business Men'sfessociation's an
nual banquet in the place of Con-
gressman Adam Bede rho had miss-
ed railroad connections. The Evans-
ville papers say the Kentuckian
made a 14rilliant, witty and eloquent
address There was nothing, how-
ever, in his speech to indicate that
he was thinking of those:garden seed
he promised to send us.
Apropas of the Kilties:
,Cop:—"Sthop ye divvil, where's
yez pants? .
Highlander:—"Hoot, mon! I hae
none."
Cop :— Then not anther sthep do
ye go till ye walks into Frankels an'
buys a pair. Why, ye haythen! do
ye think ye ar-re at home wit the
cannibals in Centliral Africy?"
Col. Thomas
A movement has been started in
Nashville, Tenn., to have the people
of that city vote on the saloon ques-
tion next May. lc is said former
Senator Carmack has expressed his
readiness to lead the fight for the
temperance people.
The $25,000 Young Man's Christ-
ian Association building at Madi-
sonville. will be ready for occupancy
the first of next month. The West-
ern Kentucky Y. M. C. A. conven-
tion will be held in it April 12. The
Hopkinsville Y. M. C. A. building
will be completed 1 J PQ SS.$V.L12s
You should be careful in days like
these about venturing out of doors
without preparation for the weather.
If you are coining as far down town
as the postoffice, It would be well to
bring along overshoes, a negligee
shirt, ear muffs, an umbrella, a
heavy overcoat and a palm leaf fan.
J. A. Bishop, of Lexington, Ky.,
says he is forty three years of age
and has had only nine birthdays,
having been born on Feb. 29, 1864.
He has been heralded as the only
man in Kentucky who can boast of
this record. Hanson Penn Diltz,the.
talented newspaper man and author
of this city,. was also born on the
twenty-ninth of February, • but be
will not state in what year. He
blushingly admits however that he
can equal the. record held by Mr.
Bishop and that he can go him at
e ast one better.
o-s-•-s-•+•+p-s-s-•-•-s-s-+++41 
Dr. Edwards, specialist eye,
ear, nose and throat. Test made
i
free of charve for glasses. Phce-




walks are laid to true grade and
alignment, concreteis properly pro
portioned and thoroughly mixed.
The result is a durable, permanent
and artistic piece of work—our
''know how" does it. Meacham Con-
struction Co., (Inc.) 307 South Main
Street. Hopidnsville, Ky .
HOLD A STATE MEETING
PADUCAH
HAPPY HEINE Will Be Allowed Ten Mares at the Same
R. R. No. I, Hopliinsville, It
t SKIN TORTURES 'STRIKE HAS
AT AFFLICT CHILDREN STREET RAILWAY
Officers Elected For Ensuirg Year and
Next Session Will Take Place at
Winchester.
After electing officers and deciding
to meet at Winchester, in 1909, head
camp Kentucky Woodman of the
World closed its first session at Pa-
ducah.
J.D. Higgins represented the }fop-
kinsville‘ camp at the meeting. The
following officers were elected:
Junior past head consul, P. T. Wells,
Murray; heal consul, J. H. Brewer,
Louisville; head advisor, Dr. C.' M.
Heveren, Owensboro; head clerk,
Charles L. Wyman,Louisville ;, head
banker, W. S. Wilhon,Madisonville;
M. Barker, has im- head escort, George W. Thomas,
proved very much during the week, Cadiz; head watchman, George
says the Pembroke Journal and th Cruse, Louisville; head sentry, B.
chances for his ultimaterecovery are F. Ochs, Louisville; in s,
verriavorable.. This is glad news Adkins Cole; Fulton; Ed Reiss, '
co his large circle of friends. Louisvill4,1; 0. S. Dunning Walton;
A. J. Meredith, Ashland; II. H.
Willis, Leichfield.
The Head Grove Woodmen's Cir-
cle elected the following officers:
Grand guardian, Mrs. George Kirk-
land, Fulton; grand advisor, Mrs. C.
E. Maxwell; grand banker, Mrs. M.
C. Rhodes, Wingo; grand clerk,Mrs.
J. A. Meredith, Ashland; grand
chaplain, Mrs. p. Barnett, Caney-
delegate,Mrs. Michael Iseinan.
SPECIAL TRAIN HAD THE RIGHT
OF WAY
(From Friday's Daily)
The fastest run which has been
on the Louisville & Nashville for a
long time was that from Jackson-
ville Fia. to St. Louis yesterday by
special train carrying Arthur Down-
ing to the bedside of his father who
WA* reported to be at the point of
death.
The train whlh was made up of
two sleepers and a baggage car and
drawn by engine' No. 8, with. Bob
Cummings at the throttle and con-
ductor B. B. Hackney in charge,
passed through bere last night at
7:04. It left Jacksonville yesterday
morning at 6:1), thus making the
612 mites to this place in 12 hours
and 56 minutes or a little less than
a mile a minute. The train slopped
three tithes before reaching here to
change engines, but except for these
stops it passed through all stations
without slakening speed in the least,
it having the right of way over
everything else on the road, and the
operators all along the line having
been oFitered to have the tracks
clear for the special.
Mr. Downing is said to be a very
wealthy merchant. The special for
the trip cost him $2,500.
4114. le yr Tt. X .
Sears die The Kind You Have Always B6Jeg
•
Obstinate Case of Eczema Covered
Little Girl's Limbs with Running
Sores—Poison Oak Made Boy's
Hands and Arms a Mass of Tor-
turing Sores—Sufferers Soon Re-




"Last year, after having my little
girl treated by a very prominent physi-
cian for an obstinate case of eczema,
I resorted to the Cuticura Remedies,
and was so well pleased with the almost
instantaneous relief afforded that we
discarded the physician's prescription
and relied entirely on the Cuticura Soap,
Cuticura Ointment, and Cuticura Pills.
When we commenced with the Cuti-
cura Remedies her feet and limbs were
covered with running sores. In about
six weeks we had her completely well,
and there has been no recurrence of
the trouble.
"In July of this year a little boy in
our family poisoned his hands and arms
with poison oak, and in twenty-four,
hours his hands and arms were a mad
of torturing sores. We used only the
Cuticura Remedies, washing his hands
and arms with the Cuticura Soap, and
anointing them with the Cuticura Oint-
ment, and then gave him the Cuticura
Resolvent. In about three weeks his
hands sad arms healed up. So we have
lots of clause for feeling grateful for the
Cuticura Remedies. We find that the
Cuticura Remedies are a valuable
household standby, living as we do
twelve miles from a doctor. Mrs. Lizzie
Vincent Thomas, Fairmount, Walden's
Ridge, Tenn., Oct. 13, 1905."
LET MOTHERS KNOW
That a warm bath with Cuticura
Soap and a single anointing with
Cuticura, the great Stan Cure, and
purest and sweetest of emollients, will
afford instant relief and refreshing sleep
for skin-tortured babies, and rest for
tired and worn-out mothers.
Complete External and Internal Treatment tor
Every Humor of Infants. Children. and Adults con-
sists of Cuticura Soap (2.5c.) to Cleanse the Skirts
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cuticura Resolvent (50c.). (or In the form of Choco-
late (bated Pills, 2.5e. per vial of 60) to Purify the
Blood. Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug &
Chem. Corp., Sole Pmps Boston, Mass.
sir- Mailed Free. Cut icura Book on Skin Humors.
ONE MORE FARMER
Charged with Being Implicated in Barn
Burning at Princeton.
PRINCETON, Ky., March 15.—
John McGregor, a Hopkins county
farmer, was arrested at his home, in
that county, Wednesday nitzht, on
the charge of being implicated in
the barn burning here in December.
McGregor is the third person to be
arrested as a result of the work of
the grand jury here, which is still in
session.Warrants are out for others
who are alleged to have taken part
in thedisorder. John Jackson, the
Caldwell county farmer who was ar-
rested Tuesday, has given bond.
•••••••••••1111.- • -me. -
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.






Loss To the Company Will Aggregate
$50,000.—Full Service Is Resumed
In Louisville.
LOUISVILLE; Ky., March' 15.—
By a unanimous vote last night the
800 striking union employers of the
Louisville RailWay company decid-
ed to accept the terms agreed on by
their executive committee and the
officers of the company.
All the strikers returned to work
this morning, and the full service in
both_ city and suburban 'lines was
resumed. The loss to the railway
company will aggregate $50,000.
The strike began at 5 o'clock last
Sunday morning and caused a prac-
tically complete tie-up of all the
company's lines stile it lasted. •
The negotiations for peace were •
resumed yesterday at the offices of •
the railway -company, at Twelfth
and Jefferson streets, while the wild-
est riot that has occurred since the •
strike began was at its height only
five blocks away. The roar of the •
mob and the occasional crack of a
pistol could be plainly heard at the
offices and doubtless hastened the
negotiations. The conference was
participated in by President Minary,
of the railway company, the execu- •
tive committee representing the 119
strikers and committees from the
commercial bodies and the Greater
Louisville Exposition. A,f ter a
lengthy discussion the committee
and the men came to terms condi-
Don't neglect your cough.
Statistics show that in New York City
alone over 200 people die every week from
consumption.
And most of these consumptives might
be living now if they had not neglected the
warning cough.
You know how quickly Scott's
Emal.rion enables you to throw off a
cough er cold.
















For the Spring of•
1907•
tional on their ratification by vote 
of the unlion.
• The terms provide for an increase di
of from 18 to 20 cents an hour for Z
new men and 22 cents an hour for al; Z
employese after the 'first year; 25 Z
cents an hour overtime; at least Z
thirty minutes for lunch; all strikers w
to be restored to their old positions
and an open shop for the company
in reference tl the hiring of new
men.
DEATH WAS SUDDEN
OF COL. JOHN D. GRAFTON, A
FORMER CITIZEN.
News has been received in the city
by relatives of the unexpected death
of Col. John D. Crafton, formerly a
prominent citizen of Hopkinsville
and Western Kentucky.
He expired suddenly in the lobby
of the Midland Hotel in Kansas
City, Mo., in which city he had
made his home for many years.
Col. Crafton was 84 years of age.
He was at one time a very success-
ful business man of this city and
was a partner in the mrcantilo
trade with the late William Ellis,
father of Lee Ellis.
Col. Crafton was a civil war vet-
eran, having been a colonel in the
Confederate army.
He was an uncle of Judge Joe Mc-
Carroll and had many relatives and I
friends in Christian county.
We have just received a
Bunch of the Hawes' Spring Derby,






• and will wear as well as any e•
• •• $5 hat on the market 
• ••
• 





. Southern Normal School, Bowling
KILL Zfte-ko at, Green Business College, a c d
1 BOWLING GREEN, KY. National S
chool of Telegraphy;
Sustains Tescllers', Scientific Classic, Law, Commercial and Special Courses ot Study.
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a small margin of profit. PONDER 







B;g Red Juicy Fellows
0
at Blackberries at Pc and 35c peck
..
5 We have bought the 
Large cans of hominy
ei finest pack you ever saw. Every can guar- Potatoes —the kind moth
er used
to make—at 7c a can or
•anteed to be good or
tt yonr money back. 5c 
80c a dozen. This line
lb a can or $1.29 a case. 
We buy in car lots. Michigan of goods is worth 10c a














. ; We are putting forth every endeavor that m
oney and experience can afford to matte our busines .-, boom and to draw trade from :
e fo
a all the surroujrxding counties. Everything in the grocery line has 
advanced, but our large business e nab les us to sell on la 0
0

























We have many varieties of fresh
Bulk Seed and want your order.
Flour, Meal, Lard,
Sugar Molasses
We have the stock bought right.
See us and get prices
The large cans Toma-
toes, full packed, at on-
ly 95c a dozen Actu-
ally worth $1.25 a doz-
en anywhere. Investi-
gate this.
We are headquarters,the orig-
inal market house.
If we have not what you want
it is not in the market.
Call on us.
Sc
Well, we haNe plen-
ty to fill all orders at 5
cents a can or $1.20 for
a case of two dozen.
Every can guaranteed
or money back.
K Don't be fooled into 
believing that the goods we offer are seconds. Our reputation is at stake and anything you buy of us that
does not give satisfaction report to us; your money will be refunded. Your trade appreciated. Prompt delivery,courteous attention
Main St





MRS. CLARK ROBBED OF ABOUT
FORTY DOLLARS
Strangers, Who Were Using Tele-
phone, Are Believed to Have
Lifted The Cash.
A sack containing about $40 was
stolen from Mrs. E. A. Clark's gro-
cery on North Clay street late Sat-
urday afternoon, while the proprie-
tress' back was turned.
Mrs. Clark says she doesn't know
who took the money, but thinks it
was one of two strange men who
came into the store and one asked to
allakis: allowed to use the telephone. The
Oney was in the desk, the lid of
vtich was not fastened. Mrs. Clark
says she thinks that one ef these
men saw her put some motley which
sde collected while they were in the
store,into the sack and then put
this into the desk. The police are
working on the ease.
Anderson-Albright.
Lesseveme....
Miss Mary Anderson and Mr. Er-
• /nest Albright were joined in the
'holy bonds of matrimony Sunday
aftkirnoon. The marriage was a
pleasant surprise to most of the
friends of the popular young couple,
as only a few knew in advance the
date of the nuptials. The ceremony
was impressively performed by the
v. H. D. Smith at the Christian
church parsonage, at half past four,
and the happy couple left at 5:18 for
Nashville, Tenn. The bride is the
lovely and accomplished sister of
lOssrs. Charles and A. B. Ander-
son. Tie fortunate young bride-
groom is a successful young busi-
ness mnn of Nashville, Tenn., and is
connected with the 0. K. Houck
Piano ( ompany. He was formerly
in the piano business in this city,
and his parents reside at Mt. Ver-
non, Ill. Mr. and Mrs. Albright will
make their home in Nashville.
Creatore At Louisville.
Creatore and his band appearad
regularly in Louisville for theatres
and playing a summer engagement
of two weeks every summer in the
open air at Jockey Club Park. Last
summer, however, his other :book-
ings were so numerous thatThe Was
unable tr. reach Louisville. Con-
sequently, he has been engaged this
year for fifteen days at the greater
Louisville Exposition and for fifteen
days at the opening of the new
White City park in M a y. This
speaks well for ('reatore's popularity
among the music lovers of Louis
vine.
Barred! Plymouth Rocks.
Some elegant breeders at half price
to make room for youngsters. Here's
your chance to get the famous
Bradley Bros'. strain, always win-
ners.
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL-
TRY YARDS. Cumberland' Phone
718.
Fred Bonte, of Louisville, is visit-
ing in the city.
past getting ready for this occasion
and today they gave way to the pub-
lic.
The exhibition was formally op-
ened by President liclosevelt, who
this afternoon touched a button in
the white house at Washington.
In addition 63 an elaborate display
illustrating the industries and re-
sources of Louisville the exhibition
includes an interesting exhibit of ar-
ticles Nom the treasury, war, navy
and postoffIce departments at Wash-
ington. The exposition will remain A. T. Macdonald.
PEACH SHOE STORE BROWNSVILLE
Mystery Cleared Up By a
Greater Louisville
Exposition Opens.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 18.— open till the end of 
March.
An event of more than ordinary lm- The 
program of the opening exer-
portance to the commercial inter- cises follows:
ests of Louisville and Kentucky was Cipening 
Prayer—The Rev. Carter
the opening today of the Greater Helm Jones.
Louisville exposition. Scores of Introduction of 
A. T. Macdonald,
workmen have been busy for weeks president of Expos
ition company,by
Fred Levy, president of the Corn-
mercial club.
Address—A. T. Macdonald.
Address—Paul C. Barth, Mayor of
Louisville.
Address—Gov. J. C. W. Beckham.
Address—William Rogers Clay, of
Lexington.
Reading of President. Roosevelt's
message to the Exposition.
Playing of "Dixie" by Creatore
and his band, followed by the "Ex-




EXPIRED SUDDENLY AT HOTEL IN
CLA K KSVILLE.




Lucian Carr, of Princeton, one of
the most popular traveling men in
the state, died suddenly last night
of an apoplectic stroke at the Ar-
lington hotel in Clarksville.
Mr. Carr bad spent Saturday in
Hopkinsville and went yesterday
With friends to visit Ed R. Tandy at
the latter's South Christian farm,
and seemed to be in the best of
health and spirits. Last night he
we on to Clarksville, arriving
there about half past seven o'clock.
Shortly after hik reached the hotel
Confession.
his death occutird.
The remains were taken today to 46,
BOUGHT BY WARFIELD & WEST
COMPANY. (INC.) GALVESTION, Tex., March 18.—
Livery Change!
I have bought the Livery, Feed and Board stable of Evitts Jr Court-
ney, on North Main Street, and would be glad to have my old friends-and
customers call on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
none but the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
and guarantee satisfaction in every way.' I am the oldest man in the






Man, Will Have General Manage-
ment of The Establishment.
A deal has been consummated by
which the Warfleld tit West Shoe
company, aqicletrfor the incorpora-
tion of which are being prepared,
will buy out the Main street shoe
store oi J. W. Peach. Wallace War-
Held, whose experience in the shoe
business extends over many year,
and James West, president of the
Commercial tir Savings Bank, are
the gentleman from whom the corpo
ration derives its name. Mr. War-
field, who has been traveling in the
Interest of a large wholesale shoe
house, has resigned his position and
returned to Hopkinsville to reside.
He, will have personal management
of the store which will do business
in the present begining April 2. His
efficiency and popularity are widely
known. It is proposed to enlarge
the stock and make the store one of
the largest in Western Kentucky.
It is understood that Mr. Peach,
Sr., will take charge of a large shoe
manufacturing plant, while his son,
George Peach, will travel for a
wholesale house.
ALL SAVED.
LONDON, March 18.—The steam-
er Suevic struck a rock near Lizard
at 11:80 last night and is a total
wreck. The passengers, 400, and
the crew, 164), were reached by life
boats.
LAND SURVEYS—We make sur-
veys of farms, and maps, showing
all division fences, roads, water
courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex-
act number of acres in each field.
Old or indefinite property lines
found. Our prices are reasonable
and the absolute accuracy of the
work is guaranteed. Meacham Con-
struction Co., (Inc ).307 S. Main St.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
•
Full confession of the details of the
shooting up of Birownsville, Tex., by
the ne ro soldiers of the Twenty-
fifth infantry has been made at a -
veston, by one of the men who was
discharged. The raid was not de-
librately planned, but resulted from
a fight in which a white citizen
knocked down a negro soldier. The
I Princeton where the funeral will
take place tomorrow afternoon, con-
, ductedby the Rev. George C.Abbiet,
I rector of Gracechurch.The deceased
was about fifty years of age and had
I many friends and admirers in Hop-
kinsville. He was unmarried. He
represented the Robert Reis & Co.
wholesale men's furnishing house ofl
I New York.
whole ',body of men assisted in the t
cleaning of the guns immediately
after the shooting.;
FOR SALE—Ice box and water
cooler, also brown leghorn eggs,




WASHINGTON, D. C., March 18.
—John W. Yerkes today reiterated
his determination not to be the Re-
publican candidfite for governor in
Kentucky.
How's This For a Foot? •
The pair of No. 16, double E last
patent leather shoest which were of-
. fered\free to any 
man who could
, wear them, have been awarded to
John Seargent, of Salubria, Springs.
Mr. Seargent, who is. Christian
\ 1 county's prize "big man," tried on
the shoes several days ago and they
II 
• fit him perfectlY,. The manufactur-
erse
rdwayereaplreorteprtl; notriefiediveadndfyroes-
them, telling Mr. Pe*h to give the
shoes to Mr. Seargent with their
compliments. They stated further
however that they had been making
this offer for a year and thiti\was the
first time they had ever .had ̀ to give
away a pair of the shoes.
Mr. Seargent is well known
throughout this country, and Is
proud of his immense size. He stands
six feet eight inches in height and is




To all lovers of this '
Fish there is a great
treat. We now no-
tify you that we
have them, so don't
blame us if you are
late and miss get-







The Rev. T. N. Compton preached
two interesting sermons at the Bap-
tist church Sunday. Rev. G. W.
McPherson, the regular supply, will
remain another week in Owensboro
where he is conducting a successful
revival. Sunday morning, at the
time when the pastor, Rev. M. A.
Jenkins, was preaching in Jerusa-
lem, Mrs. Barksdale Hamlett, at his
request, sang beautifully "The Holy
City."
•••••
FOR SALE.—One second hand
cooking stove. Apply,









Hu \ ler's Chocolate Triscuit
If you want something nice for light refreshments this
A.Pk.
Chocolate Coated Triscult of Huyler's Is the thing. Ca/I
500 or 1121 and let us serve you. 
Ti Miller Clark
15c eggs, Turnip Greens, Hog Jowl and Fresh Fish
Nice lot Fresh Salsafy Just Received.
• • • •
NINO • • • • 4 • • •• • • •
1.6
e++,44-44-0-4044++++.4444-4so++.0s
Hammer Handles .. .  5c
Hand Saw Files Sc
Hatchet Handles 5c
100 Brass head tacks.  5c
12 boxesCarpet tacks 10c









The last three months of our
present term will begin April 1
and as a special inducemefit to





'or other brandles for this time
for $25.00. ThiallCies only to
those who enter April 1.
For further info nation call








We have the following
and many others:
Gingerbread Man Hits.
"I'm Up in the Air Above You
Mary,"You Never Can Tell By the
Label" "Ain't You Got Nothing to
"On the Banks of the Rhine,"
• I'm Getting Sleepy," "In the Good
Old Fashion Way," "I Cannot For-
get You," "Why Don't You Spend
Something Else Besides the Even-
ing," "Flo.st Me Charlie," "You're
the Coaxiagness Man:I Ever Kr4w,"
"In the Land of Dreams,'' "Look
Who's Here," "Belle of Mayfair,"
"I Can't Find Apother Girl Like
You," "I Like You Too," "Every
Dollar Carries Trouble," etc., etc.
Cook 86 Higgins
TABERNACLE
Course Attraction No. 7
Ti ursday, March 21st
Edward P. Elliott
in
The:Lion and the Mouse •
This play has run over 600 consec-
utive nights in New York City, and
now after two seasons' run is very
popular.
Seats on sale at Anderson 4E Fow-
er, Inc. Reserved seats 50c.
Williamson & Wiley
General electrical contractors and
supplies. Dynamos, motors, wiring
fans, telephones and all supplies.
Repair work a specialty. Telephone,
Cumberland, 330, Home, 1621, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
0411.11111graritACAL.









SHIPPED FROM TEXAS FEVER
STATES IN SOUTH.
Quarantine lis Declared by the State
Board of Health.-Federal In-
spection Needed.
The state board of health, at a
meeting of its executive:committee,
has issued a proclamation of import-
ance to southern cattle interests.
Practically it means that cattle from
the "Texas fever",1 region, south of
Kentucky, can be shipped only to
Louisville, as:this is the only place
in the state where federal inspection
Is maintained. The proclamation
follows:
Whereas, information has come to
this -beard through: the bereau of
animal industry of the United States
and from other sources that a con-
tagious and infectious disease among
cattle of the:bovine species, known
as Texas fever,2is prevalent in the
States south oh:Kentucky and en-
dangers the cattle interest of this
state.
Therefore, be it known, that the
state board of :health of Kentucky,
acting under the express powers
conferred upon it by law and in co-
operation with the bereau of animal
industry by the United States, here-
by notifies all stock yard companies
shippers:and drivers of cattle and
others that an agreement has been
effected between the board and the
United States department of agri-
culture that on and after Marcia 15,
1907, cattle of the bovine species
from points below the federal quar-
antine will not be admitted within
the boundaries of this state for any
purpose e xcept for immediate
slaughter at points where federal in-
spection is maintained, and the
southern boundary line of the state
of Kentucky and Mississippi river
are hereby established as quarantine
lines, beyond which attle from the
infected area shall not be brought,
provided that this proclamation
shall not apply to cattle belt)* ship-
ped through the state under the
supervision of the bureau of anima
inddstry of the United States.
(liven under our hands and the
seal of the board, this March 11,
1907.
J. M. MATHEWS, President,
J. N. McCORMACK, Secretary.
lc y.-ou have catarrh in the nese,
head or throat, with offe-asive breath
coughing, irritation of the throat,
raising of mucous, ' difficulty in
breathing, sneezing, husky orlioarse
voice, discharge from the nose, tick-
ling and dropping at the back of
the throat, especially at nigift, be-
gin the use of Hyomel at once.
Its healing mediation breathed
through the neat pocket inhaler that
comes with every outfit, w.111 give
quick relief in all Catarrhal troubles
and its continued use will kill the
eatarral germs, and drive them from
the system.
By using Hyomei you get in your
own' home the same results as
though you lived out of doors in the
Acllrondacks of the Colorado moun-
taitis. The germ-killing properties
of Hyomei reach the most remote
air cells of the respiratory organs,
soothing and healing any. irritation
there may be in the mucous mem-
brane. and killing all catarrhal
germs.
Here in Hopkinsville where Hyo-
mei has been known and sold, there
are many who freely attest its won-
derful powers, but the best testi-
mony that can be offered in favor of
Hyornei is the guarantee that L. L.
Elgin gives with every t outfit he
sells, "money back if it fails."
The complete Hyomei outfit costs
but $1.00, extra bottles, if needed,
50, making it the most economical
treatment for catarrh as well as the
only one that is sold under a guitr-
antee to refund the money if it falls
to cure.
March 15, 22, 29.
You should be very careful of your
bOwels when you have a cold. Near-
ly all other cough syrups are consti-
pating, especially those containing
opiates Kennedy's Laxative Cough
Sim) MQVOS the bowels-contains
O opiatEs. Conforms to National
Pure Food and Drugs Law. Bears
the endorsement of mothers every-
where. Children like its pleasant
taste. Sold by R. C. Hardwick
C7.4%. IS Tr. co rs. x








Price 25c 50c, es $1.00
Sold by all Dealers
Sloaris Treatise On The Horse" Sent Free
Address Dr. Earl S.Sloan,Boston,Mass.
FARMERS BACKWARD ALL OVER KENTUCKY IN SPRING WORK
The Wet Weather, Says Commissioner of Agriculture, Has Proved a Serious
Handicap.
The winter has been an open one,
with quite an excess of rain and
moist weather. But little outdoor
farm work could be done. A few
days of good weather in February
enabled some farmers to sow spring
oats and burn plant land. Unless the
month of March furnishes some good
weather for outdoor work, the farm-
ers will be very much' behind in
planting their spring crops.
The indications are that the usual
acreage of corn will be planted. The
acreage seeded to wheat last fall
seems to be a little short of the year
before. The condition is practically
the same. Winter oats do not seem
to be as popular as they were, some
years ago, and there is quite a falling
off in acreage. The same might be
said of rye, but notrto ,the same ex-
tent. The growing of barkly is con-
fined to a few counties, but the usual
acreage seems to have been sown last
fall. The farinerk are somewhat be-
The jury in the case of Henry
Tandy, colored, vs. the Illinois Pen-
tral railroad company returned a
verdict yesterday afternoon in favor
of the plaintiff for $300. Tandy alleg-
ed that he was ordered to board a
work train, the crew of which he
was a member, but that before ip3
had time to get aboard, the train
was started throwing him to the
ground ana severely ;njuring him,
for which he prayed $500 damages.
All the good qualities of Ely's Cream
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid.
Cream Balm which is intended for
use in atomizers. That it is an un-
failing cure for Nasal' Catarrh Is
proved by an ever iucreasing mass
of testimony.- It does not dry out
nor rasp the tender air-passages. It
allays the inflammation and goes
straight to the 'root of the disease
Obstinate old cases have been cured
In a few weeks. All druggists, 75c.,
Including spraying tube, or mailed
hv Ely Bros. 56 Warren Street, New
York.
Minor Duerson, aged about 60 and
a hard-working and respected.coler-
ed man of the Tabernacle neighbor-
hodd, was adjudged insane anti tak-
en to the asylum at Hopkifisville
14riday. His mind appears to have
*come unbalaaced on religious mat-
Ors. One night last week he wan-
dlered about in ;'is ehit sleeve and
bare feet, contracting a severe cold,
and was not apprehended until the
following morning. Todd County
Times.
Saved He.- So.-. f 4c
r: iebj ieutoer in the little
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs.S. Ruppee.
hind in burning plant land, owing to
the continued wet weather. Nearly
two-thirds of the Burley crop of to-
bacco is still in the hands of the
farmers and unsold. Of the dark
type. about two-thirds is sold, leav-
ing ' only one-third unsold in the
hands of the planters.
Grasses have stood the winter well
,and are promising for early grazing
and for hay.
Live stock seems to have gone
'through the winter in good conditi-
on. There is quite a falling off in the
number of both sheep and Lhog,
caused by the high prices of lboth.
The incentive to sell when prices
were high' was too great for most
farmers to resist, and in many cases
they sold off too closely.
There seems to be plenty of corn




MADiSONVILLE A N 0 NoRTON
TO BE JOINED.
Hopkins County Capitalists Claim Road
Will Be ConstauCed in a
Short Time.
MADISON VILLE, Ky.,March 16.
- Local capitalios are again talking
of an electric line from Madisonville
to Nortonville, and, according to in-
formation given out by one of the
parties most interested, these two
towns will in the near futtire be con-
nected by an electric line. It is said
the line will be built from northern
part of the city, beginning near the
M., H. and E. depot. For the past
year the L. awl N. railroad has been
running aninterurban train:between
Madinsonville and Nortonville, and
It has proved a'paying investment.
The distance between the two
',towns is twelve miles, and there are
several stnall towns along the line.
The main line of the Illinois Central
crosses the L. and N. at Nortonville,
and there is much traveling betwten
the two places.
Found At Last.
J. A. Harmon, of Lizemore, West
Va., says: "At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of others af-
flicted with tropid liver and chronic
constipation, will say: take Dr.
King's New Life Pills." Guaranteed
satisfactory. Price 25c at Cook
She writes: "One year ago my son Higgins and Cook's Pivarmacy.
was dowit with such serious lung
trouble that our physician was un-
able to help him; when, by our drug-
gist's. advice I began giving him Dr
King's New Discovery, and I' soon
noticed improvement. I kept this
treatment up for a few weeks when
the was perfectly well. He has work
ed steadily since at carpenter work.
Dr. King's New Discovery saved his
life." Guaranteed best cough and
cold cure by Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy, Druggists. 60c
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Worked Like a Charm.
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
spicy journal, the Enterprise,
Louisa, Va., says: "I ran a nail in
my foot last week and at once ap-
plied Bucklen's Arnica Salve. No
inflammation followed; the salve
simply healed the wound." Heals
every sore, burn and skin disease.
Guaranteed at Cook & Higgins and




Don't take any more cances,
but come whsre you get a gua-
rantee of satisfaction. I am
now showing the LATEST
STYLES in WOOLENS and
will be glad to take your mea-
sure at any time.
While stripping tobacco in a barn
at her home near Allegree, Mrs.
Luvina Wilkins, aged about 65,
dropped dead suddenly Thursday of
last week. A singular coincidence
is the fact that in the same barn.
about eight years ago, her husband.
Jas. Wilkins, while insane, commit-
ted suicide by hanging.
Mrs. Wilkins is survived by two
children: Jas. Walker Wilkins and
Miss Mary Wilkins, both of the Al-
legree neighborhood.
Do Not Crowd the Season.
The first warm days of spring
bring with them a desire to get out
and enjoy the exhilirating air and
sunshine. Children that have been
housed up all winter are brought out
and you wonder where they all came
from. The heavy winter clothing
is thrown aside and many shed their
flannels. Then a cold wave comes
and people Say that grip is epidemic.
Colds at this season are even more
dangerous than in mid-winter, as
there is much more danger of pneu-
monia. Take Chamberlin's Cough
Remedy, however,and you will have
nothing to fear. It always cures,
and we have never known a cold to
result in pneumonia when it is used.
It is pleasant and safe to take.
Children like it. For sale by
Anderson Fowler Drug Co.(Inc.)the
eading Drug Store. 9th and Main.
St.. Hopkinsville. Ky.
Kodol digests what you eat and
quickly overcomes Indigestion,
which is a forerunner of Dyspepsia.
it is made in strict conformity to the
National Pure Food and Drugs Law
and is sold on a guarantee reliet
plan. Sold by R. C. Hariwick
DIAMOND BRAND SHOES MADE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Last week we quoted a letter from Rev. Griffith of Texas, showing the
superiority of Diamond- Brand Shoes. One reason for this superiority is
that we make Diamond Brand Shoes for every person and for every purpose.
Making shoes of  all kinds at all prices enables us to grade our leather
properly and save all waste, for the benefit of the wearer. You get 100




WE MA If E MORE F/NE 5HOES1! THAN
LIL ANY OTHER HOUSE .IN THE WES T
OF tiOPKINSV1LLE, KY.
United States Dcpositary.
Solicits accounts of individuals and 'corporations desiring a
safe place of deposit or accommodations on approved security.
Three per cent. interest paid on Time Certificates of Deposit.
Safety Deposit Boxes for customers.
Geo. C. Long, Pres. Thos. W. Long, Cashier












• The young man that
has this account had
•
• for years intended to
• 
to save, but looked as
• if he could not, He
•
• received a nice salary
0
• and in addition has an
•
• income that this state-
ment represents.•
• When the Commer•
•
cial & Savings bank
t cpened he owed a
• note of two years'
• standing for $55 that
• he had been unable to
•
• meet, although his







Feb. 1 $ 1.00
March 6  17.00
May 5  805
May 28  14.96
June 7  9.00
June 22  11.16
June 23  15.50
July 13  3.75
July 24  9.50
July 30 (Interest)  .28
Aug. 2 
Aug. 23   5.00
Sept. 5  4.45
Sept. 13  .50
Sept. 15  6.00
Sept. 21  8.00
Sept. 29  2.70
Sept. 29 ...... . .. .
Oct. 8  6.00
Oct. 13  5.15
Oct. 19  11.00
Oct. 31  , 2.75
Nov. 10   7.50
Nov. 13 50.00
Nov. 22  9.00
Dec. 5  4.76
Dec. 6  8.54)
Dec. 8   .50
Dec. 12  8.10
Dec. 22  8.55
Jan. 1 (Intecest)  65
Jan. 7  2.00
Jan. 9  4.00
Jan. 10  7.45
Jan. 12   8.26
Jan. 15  4.00
Jan. 23  17.00
amount
$55, withdrawn paid
his note, the next $15
purchased him a rest-
ing place after the
cares and trials of this
lift are over and the
last fifty was spent in
various and sundry
ways unaccounted for,
eaving a balance to
his credit on Feb. 1st,
1907, of $109 88.
If he had not open-
ed the savings account
the probabilities are
that he would still owe
the note, have no cem•
ctery lct or any money
in bank.
•
Can't We Add Your Name to Our List of S
•
• Call at bank or drop us a card for literature fully
I COMMERCIAL & SAVINGS BANK.
Depositary for State of Ky.
Jas. West, President. W. 1'. Cooper, Vice Pres. Ous. T. Brannon, Cashier.
ass St eammoo•••••••*•••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
tl•S.4sk













The consummate daring of it! Why
the rascal ought to have been in com-
mand of an army. On the' Board of
Strategy he would have been incom-
able!,
ere. followed a tableau that I
shall not soon forget. We all stared
at the real Haggerty much after the
fashion of Medusa's victims. Present-
ly the tension relaxed, and we all
sighed. .1 sighed because the thought
of jail for the night in a dress-suit
dwindled in perspective: the girl
sighed for the Fame reason and one or
two other thinks; the chief of the vil-
lage police and his officers sighed be-
cause darktess had suddenly swooped
down on them; and Hamilton sighed
because' there were no gems. Hag-
gerty was the one among us who
dn't sigh. He scowled blackly.
This big athlete looked like . a de-
tective, and the abrupt authority of
his tones convinced me that he was.
Haggerty was celebrated in the annals
of police affairs; he had handled all
sorts of criminals, from titled im-
postors down to petty thieves. He
was not, a man to trifle with, mentally
er physically, and for this reason we
were all shaking in our boots. He
owned to a keen but brutal wit; to
him the -e was no such thing as sex
among criminals, and he had the te-
nacity of purpose that has given the
bulldog ,considerable note in thee pit.
But it was quite plain that for once
he had met his match.
"I don't see how, you can blame me,"
munsibled the chief. "None of us was
familiar, with your looks, and he
showed ,us his star of, authority, and
went to 'work in a business-like way—
By George! and he has run away with
my horse and carriage!"—starting
from his chair.
"Never mind the horse. You'll find
it safe at the railway station," snarled
Haggerty. "Now, then, tell me every-
thing that has happened, from be-
ginning to end."
And the chief recounted the adven-
toire briefly. Haggerty looked coldly
at me and shrugged his broad shoul-
ders. As for the girl, he never gave
her so Much as a single glance. He
knew a gentlewoman without looking
at her twice.
-Humph! Isn't he a clever one,
though?" cried Haggerty. in a burst
jef admiration. "Clever is no name
tor it. 4'd give a year of my life to
come face to face with him. It would be
an interi.sting encounter. Hunted him
for weeks, and today laid eyes on him
for the ;first time. Had my clumsy
paws on; him this very afternoon. He
seemed so willing to be locked up
that I grew careless. Biff! and he and
bis accom plice, an erstwhile valet, had
me trussed like a chicken and bundled
Wei the, clothes-pi ess. Took, tny stet-
credentiels, playinss ard. sod inv::,a-
tion. Itewas near teeeit o'elocy when
I roused the h ueelreeeer. I tele-
graehed: two hours aee."
:Telegraphed!" asslairoed the chief.
ts. sing himself it of a melancholy
-dream. (There ,would be no mention
of him ie the morrow's papers.)
"Yes. • telegraphed. The deapatch
lay unt;pened on your office-desk.
You're a good watchdog--for a hen-
coop!" growled Haggerty. "Ten thou-
sand in gents to-night, and by this
time he is safe in New York. You are
.a.li a peek of blockheads.
-Used' the telephone, did he? Told
you to hbld these innocent persons -till
went somewhere to land the ac-
Acenaplice, eh? The whistle of the
train meant nothing to you. Well,
that whistle ought to have told you
-that there might be a mistake. A
good officer never quits his prisoners.
If there Is an accomplice in toils else-
where, he makes.them bring him in.
Hagg4rty Looked Coldly at Me.
he does not go out for him And
now I've: got to start all over again,
and% he in New York, a bigger cam-,
eolib thOt Rome ever boasted of. He's
net a cOmmon thief; nobody knows
- .0 he !is or what his haunts are.
ut I hive seen his face; I'll never
forget hien."
The chief tore , his hair, while his
subordinates shuffled their feet •uti-
easily. Then they all started in to





tective silenced them wan a wave of
his huge hand.
"I don't want to hear any explana-
tions. Let these persons go," he com-
manded, with a jerk of his head in our
(lirection. "You can all return to
town but one officer. I may need a
single man," Haggerty added though-
fully.
"What are you going to do?" asked
the chief.
-Never you mind. I have ail idea:
it may be a good one. If it Is, I'll
telephone you all about it when the
time conies."
He • stepped over to the telephone
and called up central. He spoke so
low that none of us overheard what
he said; but he hung up the receiver,
a satisfied smile on his face.
The girl and I were free to go
whither we listed, and we listed to
return at once to New York. Ham-
ilton, however, begged os to remain,
to dance and eat, as a compensation
for what we had gone through; but
Miss Hawthorne resolutely shook her
-head; and as there was nothing in the
world that, would have induced me to
stay without her, I shook my head,
too. .It seemed to me I had known
this girl all my life, so closely does
misfortune liAk one life to another.
I had teen her for the first time less
than eight hours before; and yet I was
confident that as many years, under
ordinary circumstances, would not
have taught me her real worth.
"Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds will never for-
give me," said Hamilton dismally, "if
she hears that I've been the cause,
indirectly, and innocently, 'of turning
you away.- •
"Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds need never
know!" replied the girl, smiling in-
scrutably. "In fact, it would be per-
fectly satisfactory and agreeable to
me if she never heard at all."
"I will call a conveyance for you,"
said the defeated M. F. H. "I shall
never forgive you Dicky."
"Yes, you will, Teddy/. A loving-
cup, the next time we meet at the
club, will mellow everything."
Quarter of an hour later Miss Haw-
thorne and I, wrapped in buffalo-robes,
our feet snugly stowed away in straw,
slid away, to the jangle and quarrel of
sleighbells, toward Moriarty's Holly-
wood Inn. The moon shone; not a
cloud darkened her serene and lovely
countenance. The pearly whiteness of
the world would have aroused, the
aoetry,in the most sordid soul; and
far, far away to the east the black,
tossing line of the sea was visible.
-What a beautiful night!" I
teered.
"The beginning of the end."
-The beginning of the end?
does that mean?"
"Why, when you first spoke
it was about the weather."
"Oh, but this isn't going to be the
end; this is the true beginning of all
things."
"I wish I could see it in that light;
but we can not see beauty in anything
when hunger lies back of the eyes. I
haven't had anything to eat, save that
single apple, for hours and hours. I
was so excited at Mouquin's tfflat I ate
almost notsing.'
"You are hungry? Well, we'll fix
that when we' get to Moriarty's. I'll
find a way to waking him up, in case
he's asleep, which I doubt. There will
be cold chicken and ham and hot
C') ft.
"Lovely!"
"And we shall dine with the gods.
And now it is all over and done, it was
funny, wasn't it?"
"Terribly funny!"—with a shade of
irony. "It would have been funnier
still if the real Haggerty hadn't'
turned up. The petrol had arrived."
"'Ilut it didn't happen, tshall, never
forget this night,"—ronrantically.
"I should be inordinately glad to for-
get it completely,"—decidedly.
"Where's your romance?" I asked.
"I'd rather have it served,to me be-
tween book-covers. As I grow older
my love of repose Increases!'
"Do you know," I began boldly,. "it
seems that I have known you all my
life."
"Indeed!"
"Yes. Why, I might really have
known you all my life, and still not
have known you as well as I do this
very minute,—and less than a dozen
hours begween this and our first meet-
ing. You are as brave,as a paladin,
wise as a serpent, cool, witty—and
beautiful!"
"Shall I ask the driver to let me
Jut '?" Then she laughed, a rollicking
joyous laugh.
-What is so funny?"
-I was, thinking of that coal-bin."
I didn't permit a lonely po-
tato to frighten me," I retorted .




"You are the most beautiful girl—"
"I want :Something to eat." •
"—I ever saw! Do you think it
possible for a man to fall in love at
first sight?"
"Oh, nothing is Impossible on Tom
Fool's night. Positive, fool; compara-
tive, fooler; superlative, foolest. You
are marching on with your degrees,
Met Cornstalk."
"You might call me Dicky," I said
in an ewe-sieved tone. .
WEEKLY KENTUCKY "NEW .e..n.A-L.
-Dicky: ' Never: I shoulealways—ph-en-:"..onds accidentally dropped that
be thinking of paper collars." . invitation in my studio, a few days
"'I wish I were witty like that!" before she sailed for Europe. I sim-
She snuggled down beneath the ply could not resist the temptation.
robes. . i That is all the mystery there is."
An artist's model, thought 1. Never ' "And they still think you were there
in this world. I now understood the rightfully!"
drift of her uncle's remark about her' "You are no longer mystified?"
ear:fling capacity. The Alice Haw- "Yes: there is yet another mystery
thorne miniatures brought fabulous ' to solve: myself." I knew it. With-
prices. And here I
close to her that




intimately emperors and eeinesssa's
and duhes, not to mention the w.u
ly-rieh. I admit that for a moment I
was touched with awe. And it w.:s
beginning to get serious. This girl
interested me marvelously. I f.:4;.1-
rnoned up all my courage.
"Are'—are you married?"
"Noe)."
"Nor engaged to be married!"
"No-o. But you mustn't ask
these questions."
‘i- id you like to ride around
in a first-e:ass motor-car the rest of
your days?"
She laughed merrily. Possibly It was
"Are you always amusing like this?"
"Supposing I were serious?"
"In that case I should say you had
not a-e/ slipned off your fool's motley." only temporarily
Thlt directness was discouraging. , shine. Come, make me a toast!"--lift-
"I wonder if the ten of hearts is ing her cup.
lucky. after I mused.
"We. are not in jail. I consider that
the best of good fortune."
"Give me your card," said I.
She gave me the card. and I put it
with mine.
"Why do you do that?"
-Perhaps I want to bring about an
enchantment,"—soberly.
"As Signor Fantoccini, or as Mr.
Cornstalk?"
"I have long since resigned my posi-
tion in the museum; it was too excit-
ing."
She Made no rejoinder; and for
some time there was no sound but the
music of the bells.
Finally we drew up under the colon-
ial porte-cochere of Hollywood Inn and
were welcomed by the genial Moriarty
himself, his Celtic countenance a mir-
ror of smiles.
"Anything in tho house to eat?" I
ciird, shaking the robes from me.
"Anything ye like, if you like cowld
things, lcan hate ye a pot of coffee
on the gasolene-burner, and there's
manny a vintage in the cillars."
"That. will be plenty!"—jqyfully,
helping Miss Hawthorne to aright.
"Sure, and ye are from the Hunt
Club!"--noting our costumes. "Well,
well! they Myer have anny too much
grub. Now, I'll putt ye in a little
room all be yersilves, with a windy
and a log fire; cozy as ye plaze. Ye'll
have nearly two hours to wait for the
cater from the village."
We entered the general assembly.
room. It was roomy and quaint, and
somewhere above us was the inevit-
able room in which George Washing-
ton had slept. The great hooded fire-
place was merf'y with crackling logs.
Casually I observed that we were not
atone Oeer yonder, in a „shadowed
corner, sat two men, very wen nun-
died up, and, to all appearances, fast
asleep. Moriarty lighted a four:-
branched candelabrum and showed us
the way to the little private dining
room, took our orders, and left us.
"This is romance," said I. "They
used to do these things hundreds of
years ago, and everybody had a good
time."
"It is now all very wicked and im-
proper," murmured the girl, laying
aside her domino for the first time;
"but delightful! I now find I haven't
the least bit of remorse for what I
have done."
In that dark eve- hag gown she was
very beautiful. Her arms and shoul-
ders were tinted like Carrara marble;
and I knew instantly that I was never
going to recover. I drew two -.hairs
close to the grate. I sat down in one
and she in the other. With a con-
tented sigh she rested' her blue-slip
pered feet on the brass fender.
"My one regret is that I haven't
any shoes. What an adventure!"
"It's fine!" Two I ours in the soci-
ety of this enchanting creature! It
was almost too good to be true. Ah,
if it might always be like this—to re-
turn home from the day's work, to be
greeted warmly by a woman as beauti-
ful as this one! I sighed loudly.
Moriarty came with the chicken and
ham and coffee.
"If ye would like, it won't be a bit
of trouble to show ye George Wash-
ington's room; or"—With inimitable
Irish drollery—"I can tell ye that he
dined in this very' room."
"That will serve,- smiled the girl;
and Moriarty bowed himself out.
His departure was followed by the
clatter of silver upon porcelain. Of
a truth, both of us were huegry.
"I was simply ravenous," the girl
confessed.
"And as for me, I never dreamt
I could be so unromantic. Now," said
I, pushing aside my plate, and drop-
ping sugar into my coffee, and vainly
hunting in my pockets for a cigar,
"there remains only one mystery to
be cleared up."
"And what might this mystery be?"
she asked. "The whereabouts of the
bogus Haggerty?"
"The bogus Haggerty will never
cross our paths again. He has skipped
by the light of the moon. No, that's
not the mystery. Why did you tell
me you were an Impostor; why did
you go to the cellars with me. when
all the while you were at the ball on
Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds' invitation?"
She leaned on her elbows and
smiled at me humorously.
"Would you really like to know,
Signor? Well, I was an. impostor."
She sat with her back td the fire, and
a weird halo of light seemed to sur-
round hen. and frame her. -Mrs. Hy.
out rhyme and reason, I was in love;
and without rhyme or reason, I was
g.a.dshoafli
it.y.ou ever be able to solve
such a mystery?"—quizzically.
"It all depends upon you."
"Mr. Cornstalk, you will net mar
the exquisite humor of Our adventure
by causing me annoyance. I am sure
that some day we shall be very good
friends. But one does not talk of love
on eight hours' acquaintance. Besides,
you would be taking advantage of my
helplessness; for I really depend upon
you to see me safe back to New York.
It is only the romance, the adventure;
and such moonlight niehts c, ten su-
perinduce sentimentality. What do
you know of me? Nothing. What do
I know of you? Nothing. save that
there is a kindred spirit which is al-
ways likely to lead us into trouble.
Down in your heart you know you are
affected by moon-
"You are right," said I. "I am a
gentleman. But it was only cotisist-
ent that, having been the fool, I
should now play the ass. Here's!"
—and I held up my cup.
But neither of us drank; there
wasn't time.
For the door opened quietly, and in
walked the two men we had seen upon
"This Is Romince," Said I.
eetering the Inn. One of them gently
closed the dot' and locked it. One
was in soiled every-day chgthes, the
other in immaculate evening dress.
\'The latter doffed his opera hat with
the most engaging smile imaginable.
The girl and I looked up at him in
blank bewilderment, and set our cups
down so mechanically that the warm
amber liquid spattered on the table-
cloth.
6alloping Dick and the affable in-
spector of the cellars stood before us!
( TO BE CONTINUED)
Heartburn
-w)4)
You know what it is
—few pepple are ex-
empt from frequent




a severe gnawing or
burningsensationisex-
perieuced in the upper
part of the abdomen.









gives instant relief in all cases of heart.
burn and by toning and strengthening
the stomach and bowels, prevents a
return,, of the trouble.
DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSINis an invaluable remedy for all trouble
arising from the stomach, bowels, liver
and kidneys, and because of its purity
can be used with impunity for both
children and grown folks.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
can be obtained in both dollar and half-
dollar sizes from all druggists.
Your money will be refunded if It
does not benefit you.





THAT'PAY, advertise them thoroughly, at our
expense, and help you to dzuwas 
Send model, photo or sketch 'Jr FREE report
en patentability. 40 yea's' practice. SUR-
PASSING REFERENCES. For free Guide






Is the joy of the household, for without
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babe?
Angels smile at and commend the
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal throtegh
which the expectant mother must pass, how-
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feelthe exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child.
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
the parts, and assists nature in
its sublime work. By its aid MOTHERIs
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in per-
fect safety and without pain.
of priceless value to all women sent free. Address
Sold at P.00 per bottle by druggists. Our book FRI








HE HAS THE BEST
STALLION AND JACKS
Season will CoMmeigice March 20.




• We want five-hundred "ALMO"
Jingle verses for our "ALMO"
Jingle Book, and we want them
now. We will pay ten dollars each for the ones that we use.
"AriMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
into the washbowl every day will
work w mders with your complex- A few Drops of "ALMO"
ion in a few days. Treats the
skin while you wash. Opens and
purifies every pore. Cl6anses and
beautifies. Refines the skin. Is
antiseptic, pure and soothing.
In the washbowl now and
: then,
Means a fine complexion.
Makes you look young again.
107
FREE! If you have never used `ALMO" we will send you a
full size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
F 7ai xr s t awboo cuetn , 1 iltitia,rx,tojrnailep esrtasse and full particu-







Don't Wait '111 •• .• •• •• •• Harvest •• .• •• •
• Time to Have Your •
• •
• •• ENGINE REPAIRED.• • • •
• Let me do sour work now. You can pay •
• •
• for it later. If you like, we can arrange •





Call and see me, I want to sell you some ,46
• nice tank hose, force feed lubricators and •









•Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
•
5114111/04110011•01111100004,••••••••••4
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
The Largest Conservatory
of Music in the World
20th Century Method of Teaching.
A new, simplified, short and easy method of learning music on the
piano, organ, violin, mandolin or guitar. We t-ach in one year what
requires three years to learn the old way. We furnish free all music
and instruction books. We guarantee results. We are endorsed by
famous musicians. We have over five thousand unsolicited testimon-
ials. We teach you for less money than any other conservatory or
teacher. We instruct you at your home. Our course is absolutely
thorough and plain enough for an eight-year-old child. We graduate
you in music and give you a diploma at completion of course. Our
terms are easy and within the reach of all. One of our class organizers
will call and give full explanation of our methods, terms, etc. With
the Violin, Guitar or Mandolin course we give you as a premium one
of our beantiful $20.00 instruments free of charge. References, any
bank, Bradstreet or Dun's commercial records.
International Conservatory Of Music
Capital Stock $100,000. St. Louis, Mo., Dallas, Tex.,
Atlanta, (Ia., Portland, Ore.
A. S. SMITH, SPECIAL AGENT FOB STATE OF KENTUCKY
ADDRESS, BOX 140, HOPKINSVILLE, KV.




1 HE SPLENDID 4UCCE5)S of or Millinery Opening yestPrday is a source of great gratification to ,f
us. And encouraged by the Ito( d of compFments given this department of our great store I
yesterday, we are determined to make our Millinery department the pleasure resort of the shop- I
center of Hopkinsville. It could not be otherwise with this tremend=
ous stock of millinery bought direct from the importers and the Amer-
ican factories---thus saving all middle men's profits; with a trimmer
whose natural genius is a marvel and whose experience and oppor-
tunities have been the best America could offer===and with a sales-
force enthusiastically in love with millinery and splendidly equipped
by a long and conscientious study of the wants of the Hopkinsville
trade. The orders already placed indicate a tremendous rush just 136v-
fore Easter, and we make a special repuest that you place your order
as early as possible to insure prompt delivery. If you have in mind any special design
prepared to fill your order, it matters not how "freakish" or uncommon it may appear.
DOGWOOD DOINGS. . 1
Farmers are very busy preparing
for a large crop this season.
Walter Frefil has moved his faini-
ly back to this neighborhood.
Mrs. S. H. Myers is quite sick at
this writing.
From the present prospect we will I
have quite a large crop of peaches.,




•• •• •• ••• This Will Interest You ••• •
oof Mr. L. M. Hills Satdday night •
Mrs. F. M. Stephens has gone to
Nashville, for an eye treatment.
The pound party given at the home
The beautiful Spring days we are was greatly enjoyed. The guests ••
)iaving-make the farmers feel 11,ke gathered early and had an enjoyable •
getting a move, and hustling for time until a late boil% •
another crop.
The wheat in this sechion is look-
Eddie Taylor has moved to Pem- ing fine.
broke.
C F. Oates has been quite sick 
GRACEY NEWS.
with grip but is improving.
Miss Ellen Yancey who has
/
been
visiting in Kelly yicinity has return-
ed home.
Mrs. ..kllie Clark and daughter
/Miss Mate visited H. T. Fruits fami-
ly Sunday.
Mr. N.O. King's family spent Sun-
at C. A. Carter's.
Mrs. -Effie Yancey has returned
home from an extvided visit to her
Uncle Nick Lacey.
Walter Yancey spent Saturday
night and Sunday in Bluff Springs
vicinit.
s 1 \SHINE.
Mrs. W. E. Warfield spent Sun-
day in Hopkinsville visiting rela-
tives. '94
Misses Sue and Lizzie Eddins of
Pembroke spent Sunday with Miss
Edith Stolzy.
L. S. Jackson of Hopkinsville and
C. F. Jackson Jr: of Pembroke spent
Sunday with their fathers family,
near this niace.
Mr. W. H. Burt was in your city
Monday.
One one of the infant sons of -Mr.
and Mrs. °scat White is quite ill.
Madam Rumor .14 ys there Is to be
a wedding in this community real
soon.
Miss CassileS Dillmaitk.of this place
is teaching school at the Salubria
school this spring.
Mrs. Hunter Watson and children
are visiting relatives near “racey
/his/week.
w
Mr. John Armstead the telegraph
operator of this place visited Pem-
broke:this week.
whwitig****:
Miss Hattie West, of Hopkins-
vile, who has been the guest of Miss
Rheda Wadlington, left for her
home Tuesday.
J. J. Reed, of Pembroke, was in
Gracey on business Tuesday.
Mrs. Tom McGeVe, bf Clarks-
ville. Tenn., is visiting Mrs. Hugh
McGehee.
H. H. Cox, who has been marshal
at Gracey for several years, left
Monday fqr Cadiz, where he is to
take a like position. Mr. tiEvitts, of
Hopkinsville, has taken Mr. Cox's
place as marshal here.
Lee 'Owen, of Pembroke, is spend-
ing a fcm- days at his old home near
Gracey.
Miss Henri Clark, of Hopkins-
vile, spent Sunday with Miss Lucy
Wilkins, of near Gracey. •
Miss I./airline Wa,dlington left
Xuesday for Princeton to visit Mrs.
Tom Powell.
There is to be preaching at West
Union next Sunday.
Mrs. W. A. Bailey and little son
Fentress, are visiting relatives here.
Rev. Swan filled his regular ap-
pointment at the Christian church
Sunday.
Mr. W. C. Stephens has gone to
Louisville on busisness.
Mr. Mack Sizemore, of Herrin,111.
Is visiting friends and relatives at
this place.
A large crow it attended pray er
meeting at G. W. Atwodd's, las t
night.
Born to the wife of Mr.Leslie Had-
dock, a fine girl.
9
ST. ELMO ITEMS. • •
Nearly every one heresis 'packing
their grip.
Mr. Chas. F. Moore, of Hopkins •-
ville, was in this neighborhood call-
inga few days this week. -
Mrs. Bill McKenzie is in Clarks- •
vine, Tenn., on a visit to Gus liar- •
rison's family.
Miss Mae Vaughan has been Sick
with a slight attack of grip but is
much improved at present.
Mr. C. G. Vaughan is also sick
with grip.
Our farmers here are quite busy
sewing clover seed.
—CHATTERBOX
The Dr. Howard Company have
entered into an arrangement with L.
L. Elgin druuggist, by which a spe-
cial introductory offer will be made
of 25 cents on the 60 cent size of their
celebrated specific for the cure, of
constipation and dyspepsia.
This medicine is a new discovery
kr the cure of all diseases of the
stomach and bow 318. It not only
gives quick relief; it , makes perma-
-
nent cures. •
So remarkably successful has Dr. 
Howard's specific been in curing
constipation,dyspepsia and all forms •
of liver trouble, that L. L. Elgin •
will return the price paid in every
case where it does not give relief.,
Headaches, coated tongue, dizzi- •
ness, gas on the stomach, specks be-
fore the eyes, constipation and all
forms of malaria and liver trouble
are soon cured by this scientific
medicine.
The. Christian county medical
society held its regular monthly
meeting in the city courtroom Mon-
day morning. A large number of
the doctors of the county were pre-
sent and the meeting was a most in-
teresting one.
W. R. Wicks left this morning for
Louisville to attend the exposition.
CLAReS r) 1101 HIT t( TION
The above cut represents Clark's Double Action Cutaway Harrow. This is truly a remarkablf,
tool. IThe following stater'. ents in regard to it have been thoroughly demonstrated.
It will cut from twenty-eight to thirty acres, or will double cat; fifteen: acres in a de)
It ,is drawn by two medium horses. It will move 16,000 tons of earth on,--
foot in a day. It can be set so as to move the earth bpt little, or so great an ang19,as to move all thi
earth one foot. It keeps the surface true and thli machitte runs true in' line of draft. This cannot 1-+f•
said of any other diskliarrow.
THE CLARK CUTAWAY HARROWS will cut and reduce the 'toughest sod to, plant food
quickly without the aid of a plow. ,
CLARK'S CUTAWAY HARROWS are INTENSE AND PERFECT cultivators of soil, and are
money makers. Every crop is increased 25 to 50 per cent by their use. 300,000 farmers are now:using
ing them. THE JOURNAL BOXES are made of hard wood, soaked in oil, and will outwear any
metal. THEtDISKS are cutlery steel and never break.
We Also Sell Cutaway Plows ,
WE HAVE THE EXCLUSIVE SALE of these tools, and have just received a
them. You will make a serious mistake to buy without seeing them.
We are HEADQUARTER 4 for all kinds of FARMING IMPLEMENTS. We




N LOSES ITS CRIPupon you the moment youIn taking the celebrated
DR. CARLSTEDT'S CERMAN LIVER POWDER. All stomach disorders cured by
this greatest of all constitutional remedies. Ask your eraggist—if he hasn't it we will send it to you, prepaid. • $1 per bottle..
Trial size, 23c. Address, at once. AMERJCAN PCIARMACAL CO.. Masedacturieg Everves. bed.
CONSTIPATI
several severe and violent lblows
with the cowhide whip., So briital-
ly was I beaten that my skin was
left bruised and cut.
"After the first beating lie attack-
me again arid for a period of
twenty mlnutes beat me. He acted
'S PLANT. 
like a demented man. I screamed,
PANY but we *ere far at one end of the
castle" and- my cries Gould' not be
heard by the servants. When Thaw
finally left Me I was unable to move.
"The next day he repeated the•at-
tack upon me and tinmarcifully beat
me. For three ihonths I was. ner-
vous. During this time I was in fear
he would take my life.
"From Austria we went to Su it-
zerland, where one day when I was
The machinery for the Climax in my night gown' Thaw attacked




me one emn 
n=eiecll
tbieie-
in a shipment of seven car loads,and slightest pretext to beat me.
▪ it is now being installed. This does "Afterward we went to Paris,
Seven Carloads Already In.—Manage-
ment Expects to Be Running By
Wheat Harvest Time.
riot include the engines, dynamo,
which will be received later.
The machinery for this mill will be
of the beet in every resp Act,the vari-
ous makes having been carefully
where Thaw for an entire day at in-
tervals of half an hour beat me con-
tinually with a rattan whip. He
beat me each timeand I was left
swooning and fainting and could not
re lize all that happened.
c ompared and the merits of each , While we were in Paris one day
• considered before the order was I fund a small solder box contain-
"place?. ' ing needles. I asked him about
It is expected that the mill will be them, and he said he had been ill
equipped completely some time in ad and compelledkto us a cocaine. It was
vance of what harvest and that it
will be ready, therefore, to begin
grinding as soon as the deliveries
commence.
When this mill begins operation
the combined output of the four
mills of the city will be 2,500 barrels
of flow per day to say nothing of
meal, bran, etc.
Story Of Evelyn's Life Abroad With
Thaw As Told In The Hummel
Affidavit.
NEW YORK, Marth 19.—All
evidence in the Thaw trial is expect-
ed to be in 131 tonight. Experts for
the defense are again on the stand
today.
The case of the prosecution closed
yesterday with the introduction of
then for he first time that I kriew
he was addicted to the use of co7,
caine. I afterwards saw him take
the drug internally by small pills.
Hp attempted to make me take one
of the pills." :
While in Paris, the affidavit goes
on, Miss Nesbit was extremelyiner-
vous and was 'confined to her bed
for two weeks. Thaw made her
write A letter to Miss Simonton ask-
ing her to go to London.
"When she arrived, Thaw told
her lies about me," continues the
affidavit, "and threatened to kill me
if I did not subscribe to them."
the In the affidavit Miss Nesbit also
accused Thaw of. taking from her
several rings and ' other pieces of
jewelry, $400 in money in the shape
of Cook's checks, and a trunk full of
clothes and hats.' When I carnet°
America," the affidavit continue*
"I had a letter to Mr. Longfellow
the affidavit which Abe Hummel from Mr. Thaw, in which he asked
testified Mrs. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, Mr. Longfellow to have me followed
before her marriage, swore to. by detectives but to see that I had
In the affidavit Miss Nesbit says everything I wanted."
that she was 18 years of age, having Th
e concluding paragraph of the
affidavit reads:
been born on Christmas day, 1884. "I have often been told by Mr.
During June 1903, she said she went Thaw that he is inimical to a cer-
to Europe with her mother at the re- tam n married mars whom be has
quest of Thaw. They remained in ofte
n said he would make trouble
for and put into the penitiary. He
Paris for a time and then ‘went to several times tried to get me to sign
Boulogne. Miss Nesbit and her papers accusing this married Man of
mother remained there while Thaw
went to London. He returned for
them and they went to London.
Then Thaw and Miss Nesbit made a
trip to Holland, Germany rend the
ustrian Tyrol. They .traveled as
nun and wife, under the names of
Mr. and Mrs. Deffis. The affidavit
tells of Thaw having leased a castle
in the Austrian mountains, where
Miss Nesbit and Thaw continued to
live as man and wife.
While at the castle it is alleged
hat Thaw tore a bath robe from the
girl andlleaving her absolutely nak-
ed, attacked her with a cowhide Before the largest crowd of the
whip. season, and one of the largest which
"I saw he was terrorized," said ever gathered in Hopkinsville to
Miss iNesbit in the affidavit, "and witness a basketball game; the first
his eyes were glaring. He threw me team of Co. D., defeated, Saturday
on a bed and when I started to night, South Kentucky college by
swear° he put his fingers down my the score of 21 to 17 and the, SeCond
throat and tried to choke me. Then g. K. C. UMW wen from the Public
ndeitiu biter' skin fi4 'Strua the Mei- sehityl by the 'swore of 16 to 13.,
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While going to the Millinery Openings DON'T OVERLOOR OUR READY=TO-WEAR DEPART/AWL
We are showing all the latest 'styles of Easter Suits, The Maythir Pony Suit, The Brighton Eaton, the
"Anna Held," Bolero and Jumper Suits in all the leading fabrics, Panama, Voile and Fancy Plaid and
• Striped Worsted Skirts Tailor Made Muslin and Silk Waists, also Allover Net and Lace Waists,Silk Jump.-
•







FOR THE CLIMAX MILLING COM-
drugging and ruining me when I
was 15 years of age but I refused to
do so, because it was not true, and
for that reason he inflicted on me
the punishment herein described."
EXCITING MHZ
Won Lost Av.
S. K. C  5 2 714
High School 3 2 600
S. K. C. 2nd team .3 2 ,600
Co. D. ... 2 5 286
Co. D. 2nd team ... 1 3 s. 200
ONE CENT DAMAGES
HETURNED BY THE JURY IN A
SLANDER SUIT
Sam D. Radford Claimed That Chas.
Johnson Branded Him as "A
Common Liar."
For the first time in years a ver-
dict for one cent damages has been
returned by a Christian county jury,
this being the finding of the jury
Tuesday in the slander salt brought.
by Sam.). Radford against Chas.
W. Johnson. RadfOrd 'prayed for
$3,000 damages on the grounds that
Johnson had slandered him by stat-
ing publiclY that testjmo4
he, Radford, had given befoie the
grand jury "was a lie and that Rad-
fOrd was a common liar." -
The jury in the case of Wallace
Boyd against Hester & Thompson
for $1,250 returned a verdict for the
plaintiff in the sum of WO.
The suit of the Cumberland Tele-1
phone company against the city of
Hopkinsville to recover about $900 in
taxes alleged a have been paid on i
an erroneous assessment, has been !
distnissed upon motion of the plain-
tiff.
Recently Sheriff David Smith had
an inquiry for some missing heirs
for a cash bequest.t. The notice Was
published in the Kentucky New Era
and within a few days the missing
parties applied at the sheriff's office
for further information, they having
seen the notice in the paper. Mon-
day Sheriff Smith received another
letter from a firm of lawyers in
Sparta, Tenn., asking for any infori-
mation he could give regarding any
heirs Jesse Jopling or Joplin, wha
came to Tennessee in the year 1836
and in 1836 'acquired 5,000 acres
land which is now quite valuable.
It was thought that some of the rel-
atives of Jopling may be living in
Christian county
The many Hopkinsville friends of
Henry M Scales, formerly of Clarks-
ville, will be delighted to learn that
he has been nominated for mayor of
Oklahomia City by the Democrats.
!The Daily Oklahomian' says of the
i nominee:
' "Hon. .Henry M. Scales,the Demo-
cratic nominee for mayor, 'is a man
of absolute integrity and brilliant in-
tellect,a capable lawyer and business
man, one whose every acquaintance
becomes a warm friend and ()tie who
will represent Oklahoma City with
credit on any ifnd all occasions."
•
Drs. Barker and Rollo operated
on Col. Tom Barker Sunday after-
noon for the purpose of riding his
lungs of i4ongestion incident to the
attack of the pneumonia from wilt&
he has been dahgerously ill for sev-
eral days. The-operation was suc-
cessfully performed. Tubes were
nserted through wfileh the future
lection will pass, ad so relieve
i ten lug conditions. s
New Spring Ideas!
.1•1111.111111
LL the best t ings from the best Furniture factories in the land.
A feast for the eye, built , on graceful, tasteful lines, with the
useful end kept in view, at prices that are as low as can be tor
good, dependable goods. Call and see this splendid stock.
•
Metal Beds
A complete assortment of Brass
awl Iron Beds. It is time to discard
unsanitary wood beds and ,replace
with an up-to-date metalbed, Lig(it
and easy to handle and verrimuclif
superidr to any other kind ,of. bed
now in rise. Springs and matresses





























In connection with our large line of Furniture we handle Carpets,
Mattings, Rugs, Stoves and Ranges. We make a specialty of Room
Size Rugs in 12 grades. Your attention is called especially to the
large assortment of Seamless Rugs, many of them mude reversible-2
rugs in one. A look through our rug line will be an education in rug
buying. Your Credit is Good.
Keach Furniture Co.
Ninth Street. Both Phones.
'CET INCREASES.
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 20.
—Under the new postal law, five
clerks in the Hopkinsville postoffice
Iget in&eases in salaries.
The town seems a little brighter.
Will Winfree is back from Nash-
ville where he has been several
weeks undergoing medical treat-
ment. His condition is much im-
proved.
H. Bohn, Sam Klein and g. Tan-
ner left last night for Louisville
where they will attend the exposi-
tion and from there they will go to
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:—PUBLISRED
A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
.4EW ERA BLD'0, 15 WEST 7TR, ST.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Do You Want to Know
What You Swallow?
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
There Is a growing sentiment in this LESSON XII, FiinT QUARTER, INTERrn-
Country in favor of MEDICINES OF KNOWN ,
COMPO4ITION. it is but natural that one . T. IONAL 
SER!ES.. MARCH 24.
shoild have Amy interest in the compo- i 
_ _____ ._ I
sitk-n of that which he or she is expected • i '
to swallow, whether it be food, drink or rtext of 
the Lesiron,, bin. ass-lit. 7-13.
medicine.




on the part of the public, and satisfied 
nientary Prepu red b3
that the fullest publicity can only add to
liasneived at the Poetoffice 
' Rev. D. 
M. Stearns. ,
st in Hop- the well-earnel rep
utation of his medi- 
' 
Ci i
eines, Dr. R. V.' Pierce, Of Buffalo. N. *Y., 
opyr or-lit, l9'. by Atnerican Pres; Asaoa iv ion.]




ly pr year. ..
• three months 
, per week.. 
elt4y per year 
per six months
H.FRIDAY, MARC 22,1907
i imce lesson s a
of all the ingredients catering into his .
leaaling medicines. the. "Golden Medical tipmething irse e
rit:iig the smallest p ):.-
$5.00 Discovery " the popular liver invigorator, tion of food from ii bountifully sun-
1.25 stoinach tonic, Wood pueitier and heart -.
.10 regulator; also of his "T 
w
avprite Prescrip- plied table. I 
as; eisked recently. t.:




Transient advertising must be paid
or in advance.
Charges for yearty advertisements
ill be collected qda.rterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
• for until ordered out..
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of
Respect, and 'Other similar notices,
• five cents per line.
Courii Qirectory,
CIRCUIT Comer—First Monday in
June and fourth Monday; in Febru-
ary and September. -
{,.• QUARTERLY COURT—Se00. M011-•
p •-tiays in January, April, July and
-V October.




Miss Barbara Barr laughed eight
hours at one joke the other night and
nearly died. Barbarous huMor of
t. that kind should be barred!
Joseph Turner, the first inanufae-
,.'turer of razors in thelhalted States,
• 3has passed away. Ten million ne-
!groes ought to contribute to his mon-
' Innen t.
When you see a pictures of a girl
in-a large hat, it's a thousand
chances to one that the girl is Eve-
lyn Thaw.
The doubling of Caruso's salary
may have the unfortunate effect of
,encouraging some more monkey
business. 4:A • -
What the Czar needs for the nefw
donna is not the threat of. bayonets
hut the election of a 'Speaker Can-
non.
Arlibeesr.;!9r_ firyco remarito, "I
was touched ,w'hen I landed in: 11.;ew
York''. But he doesn't tel) us for
how much. •
When your doctor asks you if he
can see you apart,- he may not be
wanting to operate but merely t6 tel
_ you gbout that/bill.
The wounding of threa' generals of
'Central America merely proves that
ISCCitivillIS will happetrin the best re-
x-Wasted battles. .
. . An attempt has been made during
tbe past week to revive tit e agitatiou
eve the question of peonage in the
south. A year ago, as the result of
alleged exeosures by laborers ,wno
claimed to have been unfairly treat-
ad in the construction camps- where
work on the new Key West railway
is being done, an investigaticat was
ire caused by Indigestion. If you eat a
little too much, or if you a;-e subject te
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
bad shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
expand—swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and inter-
feres with its action, and in the course of
tuns the heart becomes diseased.
Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
digests what you sat, takes the strain of!
of the heart, and contribctes nourishment,
strenath ard health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia., Sour
Stomach. Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Diges-
tive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.
After eating. my food would distress ms by making
y heart palpitate and would become very weak.
Finally I got a bottle of Kodol and it gave me immw
lisle relief. After using a few botties I am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS, Perm Yen, N. Y.
I had stomach trouble and was In a bad state as I
bad hrart trouble with it. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Owe for about four months and tt cured me.
D. KAtIBLE. Nevada, 0.
Digests Wilat You atLuiDollar bottle holds 234
St... so witch as titsth or 50 cent siva. s
Preparoal at the Lab-
oratory of 11.C.DoWlist
Co., Obicrage.13 IA.
For sale by R 'C. Hardwtek.
a
tion" for weak, over - worked, broken- write an article for one of our review:
down, nervous and invalid women.
This bold and out-spoken movement on 
'on "Systematic Giving," but the nub-
the part of Dr. Pierce, has, by showing stealee of 
what I did write was to the
exactly what his well-known medicines effect that the need of Atte .churclies is
are composed of, eonipletely disarmed all not more system in giving, but a bet-
harping critics who have heret6fore un-
justly attacked them. A little pamphlet 
ter kilos-tile:lege of God and Of the con-
has been compiled, from the standard distraining love of Christ.
medical authorities of all the several In reference to intemperance and 'all
schools of practice, showing the strongest
' endorsements by leading medical writers 
its evils, the whole matter is summed
of the several ingredients which enter into up in Eine v, ,18, "Be not
 drunk with
Dr. Pierce's medicines. A copy of this wine, wherein is excess; but be filled
little book is mailed free to any one de-
siring to learn more concerning the valu-
able, native, medicinal plants which enter tell of Christ lovi
ng the. church and giv-
into the composition of Dr. Pierce's med- lug Himsqlf for
,
 it that He might sane-
[eines. Address Dr: Pierce as above. ' tify and cleanse it. Until we know and
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are tiny, sug- believe the love that GOd has to us
ar-coated anti-bilious granules. They reg-
ulate and invigorate Stomach. Liver and (I John iv, 16) and have learned to say
Bowels. Do not beget the bill habit," but "Thy love is better than wine" (Song
cure constipation. One or two each day for
a laxative and regulator, three or four for an i, 2) there is not much use in merely
active cathartic. Once tried always in favor. trying to lay restrictions on a corrupt
$50000 GIVEN AWAY, in cornea of and sinful nature which cannot be im-The People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, a book that sold to the ex- proved (Rom. sin, P.
tent of 500.000 copies a few •
years ago, at $1.50 Par cony.
Last year we gave away
$30.000 worth of these invalua-
ble books. This year we shall
give away 00.000 worth of
them. Will you share in this
benefit? f so. send only 21
one-cent stamps to cover cost
of mailing only for book in
stiff paper covers, or 31 stamps
for cloth-bound. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Our lesson chapter, from which WC
are asked to study a few verses which
set forth the abominations of the nat-
ural man even in priests and prophets,
whose, one occupation should be to
plead with Gehl- on behalf Of men and
plead with men on behalf of God, gives
us the heart of the remedy for all evil
i in verse 16, one of the grandest words
in the book: 'Therefore thus saith the
made by a rpresentative of the de, , Lord God, Behold I lay in Zion for a
partment of commerce and labor. 'foundation stone, a tried stone, a pre-
At tiV same time a number of news- cious corner stone, a sure founantion.
papeis,,seeing possibilities of swiss- I He that believeth shall not make
haste.", Then see in verve 28 a sugges-tions' results, carried on investigat-
ions of their own. The investigators 
tion of bow He becomes to us the only
trying to imitate
seeing covered the entire east coast Of F 
foundation, not by p
lor- His life, but by Him "bruised
idts from Jacksonville to Key West, for our iniquitler (Isa. liii,4, 6). He is
visiting all the railway camps. It the corn of wheat who said that He
was found that the: reported, abuses must die for our sakes (John xii, 24,
did not exist in any of these places 25), and we must first receive and then
and the matter wait 'dropped. It is follow Him. Put with this f,oundation
dieubtful if it Will receive -much at- verse Acts iv, 11. 12: I Pet. ii, 4-8; John
1 12tenti Ai at the present time: , . -
I' There is a drutakenness and a stag-
. gering that is not the result of wine
There are a number Of nice junk— or strong drink, but that Is the result
eti under way. Three members "of of turning away from the word of Ged
the senate and three of the house ((Meter xxix„9-13),. and this was Isra-
witl go abroad shortly, at govern- el's guilt and is ;the guilt of the
 chuch
tnent expense ;b study the immigra-
today. Israel mockellothe messengers of
God 
, t
and despised Hie word's and nits-
tion questioaa ''Uncle Joe" Cannon' used His prophets until the wrath of
and a nu*er of national legislators the, Lord arose against Hid people, till
have gobeito make a study of the there was no remedy (II Chron.
Panama Canal and Incidentally will 16). • • .`
cruise around the West Indies; an- Literal druuketidsa with all its dis-
other party of congressmen follow- gitsting filthiness as set forth in, verses
ed fast on the heels of ."Uncle 7 and 8 of our lesson, is but one 
)11.ioe'e" personally conducted tour,. of the manifestatiok of 
the fieshi, 3ths::
with the same objective point in
now, and Secretary Taft is planning
a irip to Cuba. Palmitin, and Porto
Rico, in which be will take, alongans
bisgttestS two United States Sena-
tors and ilteprea?.ntative Burton of
Ohio. For the 'remaining senator
and congreseinen the summer sea-
son ,is holding forth promises of
great'peace. The "elections are over
0,nd the lucky ones. who will -return
to their seats in the Sixtieth con-
gress are uot bdthering Much about
their/political fences.
sinful nature in ell ;mankind (Gal. v,-
19-211, and those who continue to pDs- , • . a
sess..,only that einfulonature can never
inherit the kingtican of, Gad; but as
some such at Corietli became washed
and sanctified and justified (I Cur. vi.
9-111. so have many °there in all ages.
for the only one who 6án deliver says,
"Him that cometh 'Me I will in no-
wise cant lout" (John vi, 3. Wey-
mouth's rem7ering is, "Him who comes
to nie I will never on any account
drive away.' Ile is Berry for dud
longs to g:ve deliverance /to . every
weary sin Wyk soul, but the trouble is
that they will not hear and will not
Anne. See verse 12 and compare chapter
.The Denver Times has announced xxx, 15, ateli Maq xi, 28; Ain, 37.
the result of its: piize opinion eon- Verses 9, 10, iudicaite the rebellion of
the natural heart againstIthe simplici-test as to the guile or innocence of
ty of God's way of deliverance. These
Harry Thaw. Of a total of 16,763 proud, self indulgent rebels seem to
Opinions, 4.266 were fer conviction say, Does He think that we are babes-
and 12497 fur acquittal. The 's'1_ Just weaned, that lie must prattle to
ning opinions were: First prize, us with His -line upon line, precept
Augustus A. Fester, Montrose. Col., upon precept? So Ufa mere ,-eatural
Guilty. "The wretch who shares lie- man turns from the things of God anti
spOnsibi illy for a Woman's dishonor, counts them daselishness, not knowing
and to sate bis worthless neck, pros that the kingdom of .God must be re-
ceived as, a little child would reeeive it
claims that dishonor to the 'world,
(Matt. xviii, 31 Luke xviii, 17; I Cor. if.
i'aleSiirres a 'double death." Second 141. vis •
, . I. ion of Chriat in. His love to
prizb, Mrs. Cunningham. Denver; us, bearing our sins in-His own licitly,
"Natt, Harry Thaw knowing dying in our stead, the just for fhe un-
vvhalt,„she ,did, •forgleve Evelyn, just, Is the only thing that will break
Chrfat forgave/. the Magdelen. He the hard heart, and if that noes not
did hot fprgive the man. 'White got nothing will. Each believer is a priest'
Wht4 he deserved." Third prize, stealing with God on behalf of his tel-
C. Jurgeus. Denver; Ac-, ,lows a
lso a prophet peering' dod's
message to his fellows. It is Ours to
quintal means legal indorsement of tell the message lovingly and faithful-
a heinous crime, io which thousands • ly, and He wins wads us will take care
might resort to correct a very preva- of the results.
lent disregard of the conjugal rein- If we would be full of courage and
tionS." In making the awards, joy, as. the Lord's messengers, should
logic in expression of opinion,lirain- always be, we must understand His
matical construction and evidence plan and be agreed with Him about
of consideration -of evidence and everything, -for otherwise we cannot
facts of the case were taken into walk with Him (Amos ill, 3, 7)1 This
SC count. • • is suggested by the fact thal we are
•-•-• today having a lesson from Isaiah.
whose message was primarily to or
• concerning Judah and Jerusalem (i, 1;
if, 1), and; as Dr. Rolart Anderson
says: "It is Impossible to exaggerate
One of, the best improved small
„ the importance of an earnest, prayer-
farms in South Christian county five 
rid study of Israel's history, past; pres-
ent and future, as recorded in the
wiles from aight at Word of God with extreme liberality
Casky station. Of detail. Israel Is the key wherewith
One hundred acres of land eight • to unloek the storehouse of prophetic
room cottage, all necessary out truth. Israel is the door of entrance to
buildings also store room in front istfiny of God's revealed purposes Nu-
yard sufficient to carry five htiudred cerniug the human
 race In ages yet to
dollar stock of groceries. . . come."
Every believer who is rig,bt with God
Large stable, barn, avo ?tenant ,eaunot but desire the time when the
houses, cistern, two wells and a ,'earth shall be filled with His glory
never failing spring, branch running • (sum. xtv,- 21; lsa. xi, Hab. 14)
through farm, a fine young orchard, and all drunkenness and every other
30 acres in wheat. Price $5000.00 forint of sin forever gone. bee xxvii, 6,
throw in store fixtures and stock of tells us that Israel shall, do this, not
groceries if sold before:the first day the church, not present preaching nor
of April. raissieuasy work,
 but
shall have learned toR. F. BLIRCHETT, Not seeing this. causes' •
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Aregetable Preparation forAs -
SIMilating the Food a egula-
ting the Stomachs andB els of
Promotes DigestionEtrerrul-
ness and Rest.Contains neither
ppium,Morphine nor MineraL
NOT NARCOTIC.
Apefect Remedy for Constipa
Ron, Sour Stomach,Djarrjei
Worms ,Conviitsions ,Fever h-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
littimile Signature of
NEW YORK.
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
For Infants and Children.
IMININNIIMAINAINNAINNAMMNI 
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Louisville & Nashville Railroad
i




a o. 62 St. Loois Express ..l0:a8 -am ' No. 61 St.. Louis Express.... 6:18 p' ii-.
NO. 64 St. Lonis Fast  . , 10:06 p m No. 531St. Louis Fast Mail..6 :12 am
No. 92 Chicago nd New , No. 93:Chicago and New?
Orleans Jimited 6:47 am I Orleans LiMiteda . .11:50 p no
:C.O. 66 Hopkins ille Accom  8:66 p in I No. 6611opkinsville Accon-1.7 :06 am
Nos. 62 ard 64 conneet, at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 51 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as' far south as
Erin and (or Louisville, Cincinnati and theeast.
. Nos. 63 and 56 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
citinatiasnd all points north,and east thereof Nos. 68 and 66 also connect
fer Memphis and 'WU . points'.
N a- 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers tc points
40ut11 t.I Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to' Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and .'l'ampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects







E fie ctiv e Feb. 24th, 1907
NORTH BOUND.
No. 336, Padocali-Cairo Accommodation,' leave ..... ....6:40 a. m.
'• 206. Evansville amid Mattoon Express, leave... .. :20 a. rim.
" a134, Prineeton Accommodation, leave S'2) p. m.
26, Chicago-Nashville Limited, leave. 9'45I). in
SOUTirliOUND.
1,•••••••••••••
" 26, Naistiville-Cificago, Lease 5.2e a. m.
" 343, Nashville Accommodatien, leave 7'18a. in.
" 205, Nashville-Evansville Mail, leavc 6:15 p. in.
" 331, Hopkinsville-CairolAccommodation,farrive 9.16 p. m..
alete, through service to and from Chicago, Mattoon, and! Cairo, Ill
aud Evansville. Ind., without change. All passenger trains run daily.
.1 B. ALLON'
YouTake Quinine
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
Of malaria.
Don't Do It. We Dangerous.
'We'll admit it will cure malari.A, but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
Is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, cick headache, biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
50 Cents a Bottle. All Druggists.
, Agt.
•••••••••••••••••••••....





C. E. WEST, JR.,
The Graphophone Man,




Or better still call at the Orapho-
phone Store and look over his stock.








Notary Pubic and Fire
Insurance Agent
h'er the Old 'Reliable North River
Fire Insurance Company, of New
York. Absolutely clean and up-to-
date company at lowest rates. Also
land deeds and mortgages written
and acknowledgments taken accord-
ing to law and special attention paid
to cases in bankruptcy. Office 906
S. Main St., in Yonts block.
DR. J, E. STONE,
Physicist% Mt. Surgeon
Office over the Anderson or Fowler
Drugh Co. PHONES—Cumb. °Moe,
273, residence 813.
a
DR. J. H. RICE,
Physician
and Surgeon.
Office oer Frankel's Store. Cumb.
Phones Office, 62; Residence 183.
Home Phone, residence 1275.
Insure
against Accident or Sickness in the
best company in tfie business. Pay
your prereunis by month or year.
The cost is such a trifle you'll be
surprised. See
W. B. CALL1S,




Office over Cooper's Grocer.
Gas administered when desired.
Hunter Wood &I Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
Dr. R. L. Bradley,
Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and 'Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; firing by a new
process. Very special surgical oper-
ations for the cure of Spavins and
Stringhalt. Neurotomy for the'cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray dr Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. dr Nade-
pot. Telephone 145.





I Or. G. P. isbel,al _of the—,
I McKillip Vet
erinary
College of Chicago, Ill., k
will locate at Hopkinsville, on L
or about March 20th, for the
practice of '..Veterinary Surgery
and Dentistry.






Fruit Cakes, 25c Pound
—Also—




Let:us bake your Turkey, Hams, etc.
SKarry's
Hopkinsville Steam Bakery.
No..17, East 9th St
KILL THE COUCH




CONSUMPTION PriceOLDS Free Trial.
Guaranteed for all THROAT and











 Kale, Smooth or Spring
Green Scotch
Siberian or Winter
































 Mustard, Black or Brown
White
Southern Curled







 Parsley, Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
 Pepper, Ruby King
Bull Nose
'Long Red Cayenne





























Cleanses and beariefies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant rmwth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp direases a hair tarns".
50e,and /DX) at Druggi














P. T. Strap Leaf






 Rata Baga, Skirvings
Improved American P.
Laings Improved





 Balsam, Double Mixed
Camelia Flowered mixed
 Cacalla (Tassel Flower)
Calendula (Pot marigold)
 Calllopsis, Best Mixed
Candytuft, all colors mixed




 Clarkin, Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aquilegia)




 Gills, Mixed colors
Godetia (Satin Flower)
 Lantana, Fine mixed
Love in a Mist (Nigelle)
 Lupins, Mixed annuals
Marigold, Double mixed
 Mignonette, Large flowering
Morning Glory: Tall mixed
Imperial Japanese




 Petunia. Finest mixed
Phlox Drummondl, Mixed
 Pinks, China Pinks mixed
Japanese Pinks Mixed
 Poppy, Double mixed
Portulaca, Single mixed
 Ricinus (Castor Beans)
Rocket, All colors mixed
 Sunflower, Cal. Mammoth
Sweet Peas, Pure White
Eekford's Finest mixed
 Sweet Sultan, Mtxed
Sweet William, mixed
 Virginia Stock. Mixed colors
Wallflower, Sweet scented
 'Manias. Double mixed
Check the varieties wanted In the columns above and forward to us after filling In
the blank below.
You can select the 20 packets any way you choose. for Instance, you may have 20
packets of 1 variety. or 5 each of 4 varieties, or 1 each of 20 varieties, any way so long
as you get 20; and be sure to write your name and address very plainly.
Dear Sir: Enclosed find for which please enter my sub-
scription to your paper for oue yeat from date, and send me by mail
prepaid, the assortment of Garden Seeds checked above.
NAME
POSTOFFICE 
Rural Route No...:..... STATE 
Close up the years business. It will cost you 25 per 100 pounds to sell on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?
Results on Loose Noon Correct Weights, Highest Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter,
, OVER DEATH OF A POPULAR
YOUNG CITIZEN.
PEMBROKE, Ky., March 16.—
'Emmett Carneal, one of the most
popular young men of this city, died
yesterday morning at his home here
of consumption from which he had
been a long time sufferer. He had
just attained his majority in years
when his life was cut short. He
was ithe son of Mrs. Alice Carneal,
who., with another son, Ewell, sur-
viehim. The young man was a de-
Notesti member of the Methodist
church and his death I is generally
mourned here.
Fun :rat services will be held here
Sunday morning at 7 o'clock, imme-
clis4ely after which the body will be
taken to Hopkinsville where it will
be interred in Riverside cemetery.
Mrs. Keeling Dead.
Infirmities due to old age, accomf
paned by an attack of la, 4-ippe,
used the death of Mrs. Nannie B.
'Keling at the home of her daughter,
Mrs-. Myra Wolfe, tour miles north
of town, Saturday. The funeral
services, conducted by the Rev. J.
B. Galloway, were held at the resi-
danne:Sunday.. The burial was at
Providence.
Mrs. Keeling was 83 years old and
is survived by three children, Mrs.
Myra Wolfe and Mrs. Julie Hutch-
inson, of this county, and Woodson
Keeling, of Hopkinsville. Her hus-
band had been dead for many years.
—Tliodd County Times.
The winds of March have no ter-
ror to the user of De Witt's Carbol-
ized Witch Hazel Salve. It quickly
heal a chapped and cracked skin.
Good, too, for boils arid burns, and
undoubtedly the best relief for Piles.
Sold here by R. 0. Hardwick.
How To Find Out.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-four hours:
a sedi ment or set-
tling indicates an
unhealthy con-
dition of the kid-
• neys; if it stains




to pass it or pain
in the back is
convincing proof that the kidneys
and bladder are out of order.
What To Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
,Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
'fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
It corrects inability to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
effects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant ne-
cessity of being compelled to go often
daring the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and
the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon realized. It stands the highest
for its wonderful cures of the most dis-
essing cases. If you need a medicine
you should have the best. Sold by drug-
gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
You may have a sample bottle and a
book that tells all
about it, both sent free
by mail. Address Dr. '771;:ilre
Kiltner & Co., Bing-
hathton, N. Y. When Male of Swamp-Root.
writing mention this paper and don't
make any mistake, but remember the
name, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and
the address, Binghamton, N. Y.
Little globules of sunshine that
drive the clouds away. De Witt's
Little Early Risers will scatter the
gloom of sick-headache and bilious-
Dees. They do not gripe or sicken.
Recommended ancilsold here by
' Hardwick.
CROPS CLOSED OUT! REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEW CROP!
James Cannon, charged with re
sisting an officer, and Coleman
Lacey,charged with interfering with
an officer, plead guilty to these
charges in the city court this morn-
ing and each was fined i6. The
charge lodged by Cannon against
Officer Charles Hord in the county
court, charging the policeman with
assault and battery in striking him




Old age as it comes in the orderly
process of nature is a beautiful and
majestic thing. The very shadow of
eclipse which threatens it, makes it
the more prized. It stands for ex-
perience, kr4wledge, wisdom and
counsel. That is old age as it should
be. But old age as it often is means
nothing but a second childhood of
mind and body. What makes the
difference? Very largely the. care of
the stomach. In youth and the full
strength of manhood it doesn't seem
to matter how we treat the stomach.
We abuse it, overwork it, injure it.
We don't suffer frOm it much. But
when age comes the stomach is worn
out. It can't prepare and distribute
the needed nourishment to the body,
and the body, unnourished, falls in-
to senile decay. Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery is a wonderful
medicine for old people whose stom-
achs aie "weak" an(' whcse diges-
tions are "poor." Its invigorating
effects are felt by mind as well as
body. It takbs the sting from old
age, and makes old people strong.
Under the present Republica)" pro-
tectionism the cost of living comes
mighty high, but then the tariff is so
fixed that it costs considerable to
die, for ,the tariff protected coffin
trust gets in its work after you are
dead.
We offer One Hundred Dollars
Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and
financially able to carry out any obli-
gations made by his firm.
WALDINV,KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75c per bottle. Sold by all
Druggist.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Cure Blood, Skin Diseases, Cancer
Greatest Blood Purifier Pree.
If your blood is impure, thin, dis-
easd., hot Or full of humors, if you
have blood poison, cancer, carbun-
cles, eating sores, scrofula, eczema,
itching, risings and bomps, scabby,
pimply skin, bone pains, 'catarrh
rheumatism, or any blood or skin
disease, take Botanic 'Blood 'Balm
(B. B. B,). Soon all sores heal
aches and pains stop and the blood
is made pure and rich. Druggist or
by express $1 per large bottle 3
bottles for $2.50 or 6 bottles for $5.00.
Sample free by writting Blood Balm
Co., Atlanta, Ga. B. B. B. is especi-
ally advised for chronic, deep-seat-
ed cases, as it cures after all else
Tails.
To continue young in health and
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Rowan,
McDonough, Ga.. did. She says:
"Three bottles of Electric Bitters
cured me of chronic liver and stom-
ach trouble, complicated with suph
an unhealthy condition of the blood
that my skin turned red as flannel
I am now practically 20 years young-
er than before I took Electric Bit-
ters. I can now do all my work with
ease and assist • in my husband's
store." Guaranteed at Cdok & Hig-
gins and Cook's Pharmacy, Drug-
stores. Price 50c.
40 fi3 Cl) Mt. .




Mr. John G. Morton, one of Madi-
sonville's most successful and prom-
inenebusiness men, died at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. J. D. McPher-
son, this afternoon at 2 o'clock, says
the Madisonville Hustler.
Mr. Morton was taken sick about
t wo weeks ago with la grippe and it
was at first thought no serious, re-
sults would follow, but he gradually
grew worse, and it became evident
that he could not get well.
Mr. Morton was eighty-five years
of age, aud was one of the leading
business men of this section. In
1867 he engaged in the banking busi-
ness, cstabli hing the Morton bank.
Mr. Morton was a member of the
Christian church and had been
identified with church work for
many ycars. During his long ca-
reer in business he had accumulated
much wealth and at the time of his
death he was considered one of the
wealthiest men in the county.
In the death of Mr. Morton the
city of Madisonville and the county
of Hopkins loses one of its best citi-
zens. He had ever the interests of
his town and county at heart, and
was ever ready and willing to do
anything in his power toward the de-
velopment and progress of home in-
terests.
Mr. Morton leaves three children,
Mr. W. C. Morton, president of
Morton's bank; Mrs. J. D. McPher-
son, and Mrs. John G. B. Hall.
'In 1887 I had a stomach disease.
S_ me 'physicians said Dyspepsia,
some Consumption One said I would
not live until Spring. For four years
I existed on boiled milk, soda biscu-
its, and doctors' prescriptions. I
could not digest anything I ate;
then I picked up one of your Alma
nacs and it happened to be my life-
saver. I bought a fifty-cent bottle of
KODOL and the benefit I received
from that bottle all the gold in Geor-
gia could not buy. In two months I
went back to my work, as a ina6in-
ist, and in three months Iwas well
and hearty. Mar you liv
z 
long and
prosper."—C. N. Cornell, Roding,
( 
Ga., 1906. The above 13 only a sam-
ple of tile great goo& that is daily
done everywhe by Kodol For Dys-
pepsia. It is old here by R. C.
I fardwick. '
Rhessnat:s. Pal,, is's;;eseLi
B. crocker, Esq., now 84 years
of age, and for twenty years Justice
of Peace at Martinsburg, Iowa, says:
"I am terribly afflicted with sciatic
rheumatism in my left arm and
right hip. I have used three bottles
of Chamberlin's Pain Balm and
it did me lots of good." For
sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug
Drug Co. (Incorporated) the leading
Drug Store 9th and Main St. Hop-
kinsville Ky.
Chamberlin's Cough Remedy is Both
Agreeable and Effective.
Chamberlin's Cough Remedy has
no superior for coughs, colds and
croup,and the fact that it is pleasant
to take and contains nothing in any
way injurious has made it a favorite
with mothers. Mr. W. S. Pelham,
a merchant of Kirksville, Iowa,
says: "For more then twenty years
Chamberlin's Cough Remedy has
been my leading Remedy for all
throat troubles. It is especially suc-
cessful in cases of 'broup. Children
like it and my customers who have
used it will not take any other."
For sale by Anderson Fowler Drug
Co.(Inc) the leading Drug Store, 9th
andMain. St., Hopkinsville Ky.
Not only is a medicine valuable for its ability to cure disease, but the
way in which it affects the system is a very important factor.,_)1,Then the
system is infected with the germs of disease as in Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison, etc.,
every particle of its recuperative strength is needed to assist in eliminating
the poisons and impurities which are causing the trouble. It shbuld not be
dosed and treated with strong mineral mixtures and concoctions that further
add to the burden, by disagreeably affecting the bowels, prqducing indiges-
tion, or eating out the delicate linings and membranes of the stomach. The
absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. has always been one of the strongest
points in its favor, and is one of the principal reasons for its being now the
most widely known and universally, used blood medicine on the market.
It is made entirely of healing, purifying roots, herbs and barks of the for-
ests and fields. These are selected for their well known curative properties,
and are known at the same time to possess the" qualities to build up and
strengthen every part of the system by their fine tonic effect. • Not only is
S. S. S. the king of blood purifiers, but it is the one medicine that may be
taken with absolute safety by young or old. We guarantee it non-injurious
and offer a reward $1,000 for proof that it contains a particle of mineral in
any form. S. S. S. is a safe and reliable treatment for Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison, and any
and all diseases arising from a poisoned or impure state of the blood.
It goes to the very bottom of these troubles, removes every trace of disease,
enriches and builds up the blood and permanently cures where mineral
medicines fail. If you are suffering with any form of blood disease write for
our book on The Blood and ask for any Wnedical advice you may desire;
no charge for either. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.•
Weekly Kentucky New Era
for One Year and ALL FOR
$1 WORTH OF SEEDS (
20 Packages of Your Own Selection
To every one sending in the above amount , for a yea. .. subscription
forward to them by mail, prepaid, an assortment of
THIS OFFER





will help you on
easymonthly
payments.
It you want to
save money and
be getting inter-
est on it all the
time let us sell
you some stock
as an investment.
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
!. E. McPherson, Sec
20 full Size Packets of Vegetable or flower Seeds
of your own selection. The seeds are put up in handsome litho-
graphed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaran-
teed to be of the finest quality.
VEGETABLE SEEDS.
 Asparagus, Con. Colossal
Columbian White








 Mangel, White Sugar
Golden Tankard
Long Red Mammoth
































 Egg Plant, Improved Purple
Endive, Green Curled
White Curled
$1.00 Worth of •
Guaranteed Seed Abso
lutely Free.
All the Best Varieties
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f LIVERY, FEEU and BOARDING D
WW1
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
Horses Bought and Sold.
East Ninth Street
Phones, Cumh.145, Home 1107
4 and we will get to work on your
Teeth
and put them in perfect condition
. without loss of time.
Crown andBridge Work
is best if some of the teeth are left.
• It obviates tde necessity of wearing
te. We have given much study
d attention to this class of work,
, everyan guarantee satisfaction in
and c case we undertake.
Our charges are moderate.
Louisville
, Dental Parlors,
Next to Court House, Hopkinsville,





6 Gives Rebel at Once.
!
It cleanses, e)othes
. ! heals and protects
1
 the ,Lseaso-d mem-
brane. It cures Ca.
, foarrh and d:•ives
: away a Cotd in the
' Head 
quickly 
R6' HAY FIVEi• stores the Senses of
7
Just Give Us The Word
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 eth., at Drug.












Because Hampton Fox is an At-
torney-at-Law and is the only
one in Hopkinsville who teach-
es the Benn Pitman system
of Shorthand with Court Re-
porting annexed, which not
only prepares his pupils for
minor .places, but to fill
official positions. Also teaches
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(SOLONS IN SESSION'
TELEPHONE MATTER PASSED TO
SPECIAL MEETING.




The city council met in mid-
monthly meeting last night. Th
ease of the Cumberland Telephone
company, which had been notified to
appear and show cause Nthy they
snould not purchase a new franchise
under which to do business in Hop-
kinsville, was passed until a special
meeting which is to be held next
Friday night.
The same action was taken in the
case of Cannon, Henderson & Jones,
the Sixth street saloon firm,who had
been. notified Ito! appear and show
cause why their license should not
be revoked.
The licesrae of George Diuguid and
wife, colored, Iwho have been con-
ducting a reetaurant upstairs at
Sixth land 'Virginia street, was re-
voked on the grounds that their
place was a nuisance. In circuit
court a few dayslago Diuguid and
his wife were tried:upon this charge
fined $20 and 00 respectively.
The committee which was appoint-
ed to purchase a streetiweeper,team
of mules, wagon and harness report-
ed their work as completed. The re-
port was approved ad the commit-
teejdischarged. The street sweeper
has been:at the depot now for sever-
al days and it will be set up and put
into operation as soon as a mechanic
canlarrive from the factory oriel set
It up....°1 Thersweeper cost $300, the
ttiron of mules14475 and the wagon
$60.
The:ordinance:calling for curbing
and cinder walk to be put in on the
south side of East Ninth street from
T. Hanbery's residence to Tuck-
er's:grocery, a distance of nearly ani
eighth:of:a mile, passed the second,
reading and is now a law.
Fireplugs wete ordered to be put in
at Seventeenth and Canton streets
and on West Nineteenth street and
an arc light and plug at Fourth and
Campbell streets.
IN GENERAL CHARGE
OF THE ORGANIZATION DURING
MR. EWING'S ABSENCE.
The executive committee of the
Tobaoco Planters' Protective asso-
ciation met at Guthrie Tuesday. An
advisory board was elected at this
meeting to take general management
of the affairs of the aSsociation dur-
ing the absence of F. G. Ewing.
The members of the Committee are
Mr. IPolk Prince of Guthrie, Ky.,
Dr. J. W. Dunn of Turnersville,
Tenn.,' and Mr. J. B. Jackson, Sr.,
of Russellville, Ky.
These gentlemen are c,00sidered
three 8f the most conservative men
that could be placed en this board
and their election is received with
great satisfaction. They will have
entire control of all matters pertain-
ing to the management of the asso-
ciation and will devote their entire
time to this work.
Mr. E. T. Bondurant of Rice, Va.,
vice president of the Planters' Pro-
tective association was present at
this meeting and made a most inter-
esting address, treating..ilin condi-
tions in Virginia. Tht board of
graders for the association are busy
this week grading types that are
Corning in daily from the different
salesplaces for this purpose: Tobac-
co is bee innipg to Move nicely now
and prospects are very bright for
this year's work. ,
To remove a cough you must get at
the cold which caused the cough.
There is nothing so good for this as
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup.
The liquid cold relief that is most
quickly effective, that stills and
quiets the cough and drives ou the
cold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Those desiring life insurance will
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All: profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
mical management, liberality of its
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi-
dends to reduce cost of your insur-
ance.




Ayer's Sarsaparilla is not a
strong drink. As now made,
there is not a drop of alcohol
in it. It is a non-alcoholic tonic
and alterative. Ask your own
doctor about your taking this
medicine for thin, impure
blood. Follow his advice
every time. He knows.
We publish our formulas
We banish alcohol
from our medicines
We urge you to
consult your
doctor
Ask your doctor, "What is the first great
rule of health?" Nine doctors out of
ten will quickly reply, "Keep the bowels
regular." Thenoask him another ques-
tion, "What do you think of Ayer's
Pills for constipation?"




Offered by the Sacramento Valley
Improvement company organized
under the law of the state of Miss-
ouri, with the capital stock $150,000
fully paid. The California Safe
Deposit and Trust Co. capital $4,000,-
000 are trustees.
A few strong points.
1. The investor receives in return
for his money a deed of conveyance
to a specific piece of highly improv-
ed, productive aid valuable real
estate, [described with the same
clearness and accuracy as in a deed
for a city lot. Alethe expense, care
and responsibility of developing the
property is assumed by the comp-
any. There is no Interest to pay, no
taxes and no further expense until
the completion Of the contract
period.
2. Professicnal and salaried men,
merchants and farmers who arefable
to spare a few dollars monthly
can easily acquire one or more of
the lots in a few years without feel-
ing the expenditure and without in-
tenfering with their regular ocepa-
tions.
3. Women can safely and profit-
ably invest irs th4s proposition. The
same is true of itivalids and minors
because the Company obligates it-
self to manage am4 care forthe vine-
yards for the small charge of 10% of
the annual gross receipts, if the
owers so desire after fully paying
for their property.
4. Purchasers of the vineyards
have three options after they have
acquired them.
ta) They can build on a part of
their property and thereafter enjoy
the rare combination of a home and
and income side by side.
(b) They can have homes in any
nearby California town thus posses-
sing the benefits of town life and at
the same time be close enough to
their vineyards to give them person-
al attention and care.
(c) If they prefer to remain in
their present locations and positions
and simply receive the annual in
comes from their vineyards, they
Can do so without danger or trouble
trouble as the company is bound to
act as agent and manager for non-
resident owners when requested and
to remit them annually the net pro-
ceeds from their property. less a
small fee of 10%, for superintend-
ence.
5. The company intends to deal
fairly with its customers. The most
liberal terms are extended and set
forth in the bond for a deed to those
who met with misfortune, sickness
or accident, and to the heirs of those
who die before completing payment.
An absolute loss of the money in-
vested is thus prevented.
At this investment has for the
last forty years payed an annual
dividend of from 30% to 60%, never,
less than 30%, it is worth investigat-
ing.
Messrs. W. F. Garnett & Co of
this city have control of the business
See them, and do it quickly as the
few chances of getting in on this
good thing are rapidly going.
W. F. GARNETT & CO,
& Main St.








telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box i'78
New York.
EVERYBODY ASKED
TO AID MOVEMENT MEANING
MUCH TO KENTUCKY.
State Must be Adequately Represented
With Building and Exhibits at
Jamestown Exposition.
What Kentucky will have at the
Jamestown Exposition, which opens
on April 25 riext, remains to be de-
cided in the next few days. ,The
state wants a building which will be
the pride of every Kentuckian and
the admiration of every visitor, to
the world's fair. It wants an et-
hibit which will disclose to the
world the great and varied resources
of this attractive comlnonwealth.
Kentucky's attractions are worthy
of Exploitation. They are surpass-
ed by those of no other state in the
union. The Jamestown Exposition
offers a wonderful opportunity. In
many respects it will surpass in in-
terest any previous international
celebration. It will be the mecca of
hundreds of thousands of visitors
from the East and the South.
It was in this manner that the
fifth state development convention,
held last October in Winchester,
looked upon the subject. This con-
vention recognized the opportunity
offered to aid in state development
It elected the Kentucky Jamestown
Exposition commission, which; or-
ganized last:November with Col., J.
Stoddard Johnston as presiderft.
The commission was without funds
for the carrying out of the purposes
for which it was created. ,There was
no legislative appropriation. The.
commission appealed to the patrio-
tism and business enterprise of the
citizens ofjKentucky.
That• appeal has been answered
only in:part. It 18 authoritatively
announced from th headquarters of
the commission that further funds
must be forthcomiug before its task
can be properly fulfilled.
The commission again appeals for
substantial .assistance. Cantract
has been let for a state buildings—a
replica of the Fort of Boonesboro.
It will be the most attractive struc-
ture on the exposition grounds. But
funds will be needed for the main-
tenance of this building and for the
display of products 'of Kentucky
farms, forests and mines. The state
cannot afford to make half a show-
ing.
Every man and woman in Ken-
tucky is asked to help maintain the
good nanfe of the state at a world's
fair held in the Old Dominion, Ken-
tucky's mother state. Members of
the\ Kentucky commission are devot-
ing their time and services gratuit-
ously to the task. They ask the aid
of their fellow citizens. No contri-
bution will be too small to be of ser-
vice. The integrity of the men com-
posing the state commission was-
rants a careful and judicious expen-
itge of the fund. All subscriptions
should be made payable to Logan C.
Murray, treasurer, and should be
sent to C. C. Ousley, secretary, 204
Commercial building, Louisville.
THE PLAIN TRUTH
What More Can Hopkinsville People
Ask.
When well-known residents and
highly-respected people of itopkins-
ville make such seatements as the
following, itImust carry conviction
to every reader:
W. H. West, stock raiser, city
constable and collector, living at 849
W. 7th St., says: "I suffered for
years with kidney and bladder
troubles, and in consequence was
subject to a great deal of pain. There
was a heavy, dull aching in the
small of my back over my right hip
and extending down over the blad-
der. The pain became especially
severe if I should sat around or re-
main long on my feet. The difficulty
of the kidney secretions annoyed me
at all times. They are scanty, irreg-
ular, and the passages were accom-
plished with a burning sensation.
I heard so much said Doan's Kid-
neiPilla that I got a box, and gave
them a trial. I found that they ben-
°fitted me in every way, so much 80
that I have taken the opportunity
on several- occasions to recommend
them to my friends, and will con-
tinue to do so. You may refer to
me as having used your remedy with
good results, &TAU hope that it will
be the means of Alieving others who
may be suffering from that common
complaint, kidney trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name — Doan's —





I have received my Spring Stock
of Press Goods and Trimmings
and can surely please you in va-
rieties and qualities. A beautiful
ltne of new designs in Sillies, the
latest creations
T. Al. JONES





























Corner Seventh and Main
every
Cashier.
is thorough, modern and efficient.
and untiring service is at the command of
our customers safety deposit boxes for vatuabite.
3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.
Cant, Pres. J. E. McPherson,
H. L. McPherson, Asst. Cashier.
WINFREE & KNIGHT
Rcal Estate.
kinsville, large two st3ry dwelling
The season of the year when peo-1
ple want to buy real estate is at hand 
and all necessary farm buildings
now and we invite those who .want
to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for
conducting the business and Will ad-
vertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will fur
nish prospective customers convey-
ance to look at property without cost
to them. Come to see us if want
ta sell, it cost you nothing if you
fail.
Good farm of 155 acres, located,
near Howell, Ky The farm is well
fenced, has house of 3 rooms, good
tenement house of 8 rooms, two large
new tobacco barns, one good stock
barn, new smoke house and other
.lutbuildings and about 20 acres good
timber. Will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms.
A fine farm of 200 .acres of land
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neighborhood.
Fifty acres of land with 3,000 fruit
trees on it, dwelling and barn.
About. 3 miles from town. Will be
sold cheap.
60 acres of fine land 1% miles from
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
spripg and barn, fenced and has 20
acres of timber. Very desir able
pr1o1p2 reearety.
s of land 3 mileafrom Hop-
kinsville, Ky. On the Cox Mill
road. This land is good Red Clay
subsoil, and lies well and is in good
condition, fronts about mile on
good pike, make a No. 1, small farm
for any purpose.
Fine farm of 485 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 116 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land with
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls,
porches, fine new stable, cost $700,
new barn. 3 cabins, cow house and
machine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good e frsm house and good toba
co barn.
3rd tract, 46 acres of timber 34 )f
mile from Herndon.
Nice new cottage on South Virgik.-
is street. Has six rooms and bath
room, good cistern and stable. Lot
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet
to a 16 foot alley. This place will be
sold on reasonable terms.
The S. T. Fox farm of 612 acres,
situated on the Miller Mill road
about seven miles southmat, . op-
good fence, orchard and pionty of
water and timber. This is a fine
farm and located In one of the best
farming sections of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
land, on good public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient to postoffice,
schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and hall, one large tobacco barn,
good stables and cow house, buggy
house, 2 new cabins, smoke house
hen house, new wire fence, nice
young orchard, grapes, rasp-berries
and strawberries, .plenty of water.
very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
400 acres of desirable farming land
in Montatenery county, Tenn., hear-
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell.
Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
Valuable store room on :Wain
street. One of the best business lo-
cations in the city.
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in a
mile of mill, postellice and church.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable,. 7 cabins, for shands, 3 large
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
good orchard. Farm in good eon-'
dition and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain. '
A fine farm of 400 acres within one
mile of Pembroke' on pike, 96 acros
of fine timber. This farm is well
fenced with hedge and wire and di-
vided into five shifts, on each of
which is plenty of never failing wat
er. This is one of the finest farms in
the best farming sections of Kentuc-
ky, well adapted to corn, wheat, to
bacco and all kinds of grasses.
There is no better stock farm in the
country, improvements first class
and in perfect repait, fine 2-story
frame dwelling with 9 rooms, veran-
da in front and porches in rear, four
frame tenant hoses, two large new
tobacco barns, 'two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
1 prge stables, cow houses, tool
houses, carriage and Ice house, two
large cisterns, in fact an ideal farm
with a beautiful lawn of four acres
in front of housp. One of the most
desirable farms in the state, in one
of the best neighborhoods,. conven-
ient to school, churches "al* good
market. The land in first class con-
dition. Will be sold on., easy terms
to suit o purchaser. 248 haz
Farm acres 
6 miles east
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mi
road, well improved with house 1%
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables.
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good












Frank De Wit Taimaee, D. D.
•
Los Ankeles. Cal.. March 17.--In this
ftertnou the preacher outlines in 4magi-
'nation the dramatic story of a charac-
ter of the time of Christ whose ex-
eerience has a remarkable interest for
e people of today. The text is Mat-
thew xxavit 54. "Truly this was the
Neu of God."
No picture of the cruciexion is per-
feat unless theaface of Jesus Christ isa • r
a a' the center and the abserbing theme.
a All other parts of the picture musto&-
:sinverge toward that divine face or
radiate from it even as the spokes of
the wheel branch out from' the hub.
'There may be three (-tomes, but Jesus'
eroas must be the central cross. There
may be soldiers there gambling fOr a
vine, but that prize must 'be the gar-
ment:: of Jesus Christ.- There May be
i•-a ieng Hue of scoffers and mockers
Osind sneerers and blasphemers passing
by. but they must all have their eses
itiiveted upon the dying Ceard.a The
a:at-mavens may be black and the rocks
bnt through the blackness of
.4 Ihat inidnoon there must be-some
learn of light hovering about the
feeding brow of the dying Jesus. +11
parts of the crucifixion scene mtist
,t ,.;0.euncenter in the personality of the
as -1 
figure of the divine or universal1
tragedy, the death of him whose aton-
lug blood was shed that whosoever
believeth on him should not perish,
but have everlasting life.
But, though we would not for one
tent turn your chief thought of the
crucifixion from our Divine Lord, yet
order to bring Christ's saving sac-
rifice a little cloeer we would this
morning have you watch the upturned
face of a Roman soldier who is stand-
ing at the foot of the cross and with
outstretched arms is uttering the words
of my text. Who is this centurion?
Where did he come from? What was
ahis past life? Why was he led to be-
!eve in the divinity of our Master and
King? These are questions which I
would like to answer lu an imaginative
ay, for in all the Bible we do not
ad one word about him except that
he was a captain or a petty line officer
'in the Roman army and that he was
tailed by his superior ottieer to see
at Christ was executed according to
;the Roman law. And yet in an imag-
inative way I believe we can read be-
een the lines and trace this cen-
turion's life step by step from his cra-
,!
ile to his spiritual surrender at the
foot of the cross, where today we are
4,4'811 gathered to worship our dying Lo
In the first place. I imagine that this
eenturion Was once a Roman youth
who was bohn amid the pure, sweet,
holesorue country life of old Italy.
v that I do not mean he came of an
lorant, poverty stricken family', but
believe he came of an Italian lands
,owning family which had Aeither pov-
erty nor riches, but bad purity in do-
mestic life, refinement of home asso-
.ciatibna and bad all which was possi-
ble in a heathen land to make life
• pure end sweet and wholesome. In
other words. I believe this Roman sol-
dier came from a faintly like that of
hentireds and thiousands which Heed
before the civil war in Georgia and
Alabama and Kentucky and Virginia
and Tenneasee and the Carolina.
These families hail their shaves to
work their plantations. but they lived
for something good_ besides money
reeking. They lived for the noble pur-
pose of making true, brave, manly
en out .of their boys and noble, vIr-
01111 lyives and mothers out of their
ughtcrs. And, what is more, they
, pot on' a strove to make noble. pure
en awl women out of their claldren.
t as a rule in the Augustinian age
out which this Roman centurion
rung they aecomplished what they
uggl el for.
Not All Immoral.
It lea vary grave mistake to Supeose
. Oat rural Italy in the time of Auger:-
tug waa like immoral Rome. You can
no more judge the country life of Italy
by the moral standards of the spreel
life of Caesar's capital than you can
Judge the moral standards of France
by that of Paris or the pure, sweet
country Itfe of our own land by the
standards of the Tenderloin district of
New York or by the social scandals of
summer resorts. The more I have read
, Roman history the more I am impress-
ed with the fact that Rome was not
only the immoral cesspool of all Italy,
but of all the foreign capitals and the
countries of ,the world. Do you not
remember the famous sentence of Ju-
venal, "In Tiberium delluxit Orontes?"
This translated means, "Into the Tiber
,the Orontes emptied itself." Where
IN'fIR the Orontes river? Did it literally
)w into the Tiber? No. The Orontes
river was away off in Syria. In order
o empty Itself Into the Tiber it would
ave, to flow through the Mediterranean-
.e.s. as the Thames to empty. into
he Millie wouhl have to jump the
Jattglish channel. Now, what did Juve-
nal mean by that sentence? Why, aim-
'ply this: The Orontes was the river
:mien whose banks eastern Antioch was
built, as Paris is built upon the banks
.of the river, Seine. Juvenal was poet-
ically saying, -All the filth and the Im-
moral rottenness of ..k.utioeh and of all
the eastern cities were emptied into
Rome as the river Orontes figuratively
empties Its filth into the river Tiber,
upon whose banks the Roman capital
was built." •
What Juvenal teaches us Farrar and
Stanley and all the penmen who have
delaed into Roman hietory also teach.
In the rural districts of the Roman
empire virtue dwelt. There were pu-
rity and truth and honor. -There the
women lived, like Caesar's wife, above
Fospicipn. There thousands and tens
of thousands ef Cornelias had their
most precious jewels in the setting of
a crielle. From the pure, sweet, whole-
some life of the rural districts of
Rome came the men who filed up the
legions of Caesar which defended the
Roman power from the Atlantic ocean
en the one side to the Tigris on the
east, from the Danube on the north to
the Sahara desert On the south. The
men v.' ho conquered the then known
world under 'Julius Caesar and Augus-
tus were not the debauched.. valetudi-
rarians from the polluted alaces of
Rome. These warriors were the phys-
ical and mental giants who came from
the 'rural districts of Italy as the
etrength of the French republic is
found in the country life of France
and net itethe haunts of the dissipated
youth tif Paris.
- The Life of Old Italy.'
if the moral life 'ofold Italy was not
pare and altateetically wholesome, how
can you acceuht for. the noble career
of Tibetius dracchus, the father of the
two famous Gracchi— how for that
firm: inflexible stoic, the ,Count Leo
Toastoi of Julius Caesar's time. Mar-
cus Porch's Cato? They say that Cln-
olunatus, the legeddary here of Rome
was twice offered the dictatorship of
Roane when in farmer's dress .he wag
guiding' the Plow over his farm.- It is
also said that as epee as Cincindatus
left the dietatorshih he again retuned,
like Washigtoe, to. his plow. If the
moral life of Jtaly was not domestic-
ally-pure and wholesome, low can you
account for the punt? and the nobility
and the virtue of Octavio, the sister of
Augustus, whose beauty and virtue for
centuries have been sounded by every
Roman 'historian's. lip? Again, when
Julia, the only daughter of Augustus,
became profligate, how can you ac-
count for the face that her father 1-
anger exiled her to the barren !slaw:
of Pantlateria and sent one of her
guilty paramours to the grate? Would
Augustus ever have done that unless
virtue anti purity were intrenched in
thousands of moral homes? Ah, no;
Rome's debauchery was not the moral
type of rural Italy! It was not the
criterion by which the pure fireside of
,Aegnstus' labyhood home is th be
judged. If all men or Italy were de-
based ana all women their companions
ia sin. Augustus would not have
wrung his hands at the perfidy of his
enly child and cried out in agony, "Ala,
would that I had never entered wed-
lock and had died a childless man!"
It W1114, in a pure. 'noble, high thinking,
Firlie living home of rural Italy that
I thrtik the centurion of my text was
horn.
The Scene Changes.
Again the scene changes., Now I
would have you stand in the very cen-
ter Of all the in and debauchery and
moral filth of the great .capital of the
Caeaars. The year is about 13 A. D.
The' Augustinian reign was drawing to
a close. The greatest of Roman rulers
next to Julius Cesar himself WaS
about to die. The political world was
filled with plots and counterplots and
Insurrections. "The king is almost
dead. Who shall be the next king?"
was the question upon every lip. The
Iniud of Augustus, that royal master
of men, that hand which was as soft
as velvet and yet as strong as steel.
was beginning to lqose its viselike
grip. The splendor of the Roman capi-
tal had drawn the wealthy prodigals
into its debauching maelstrom and 11-
centiousnees. and unbridled passions
were running riot everywhere.
It was into such a mad scene of was-
sail and carousal that, I think, this
centurion of my text, then a young
man of sixteen or eighteen summers,
was inducted. In order to understand
what kind of temptations assailed the
Moral character and tir spiritual life
of this young man I would have you
for a little while wander through the
excavated ruins of old Pompeii. You
know that the most fammrs eruptioe
of Mount Vesuvius took place only
some threescore years after Augustin
died. At that eruption of 70 A. D. God
seemed to put out his hand and say: "I
will cover up this city in beds of lava
Then nearly 2,000 years later I will lift
my hand and show to the world bow
low and vile and bestial and immorally
corrupt a great capital can become
when it is drank with wealth and sin
ful revelries and when man, unbridled
In his evil desires, can become viler in
his desires than the four footed swine
snoutieg for their food amid the re-
pulsiv(stench of a city's refuse." And
this isijust what God did. In an in
stant the earth was rocking in the
agony of an earthquake. In an instant
the heavens were covered with keeping
flames. In an instant the great fivers
of molten lava were rolling down the
sides of the volcano. In an instant
life ceased to exist in the 'Newport Of
old Rome. Thus the sentinel was
found dead at the gate, and the bread
was found half cooked in the oven.
and the mother was found dead trying
to shield her baby underneath her
body. But whet else do We find in old
,Pompell?
The Life of Pompeii.
,There upon, the walls of some of
these excavated heaies of Pompeii we
find pictured the degenerate lives of
those ancient inhabitunts. One glance
et 4ome of those pictures reteals to UP
what the besotted lives of the men and
women who inhabited those homea
must have been. Those pictures tell
es more than whole libraries of written
words could ever reveal. Oh, no; the
charge of hypocrisy which Christ hurl-
ed against the ancient Pharisees coteld
not be applied to the immoral and
drunken deirenerates of ancient Rome.
Thee the followers of Beeches not only
sinned, hut they gloried in their sins.
I They not wily sinned, but they pictured
upon the walls of their homes down to
and I
thim as cne of the •iChrtstions of old NA IN/174
Rome to whom Paul later .wrote. Then '
I picture him as going out to. the old
homestead, to the. pure' bore of has
youth; and telling his brothers and
sisters about his- new found Christ.
Then I picture the persecutions corn- ,
lug. Theo I itnagine hint' an old 'man;
bending under the wefight of seventy-
five years, bfit strong' ie. faith and in
fidelity to Christ He may have bees
amcng "the saints in Caesar's house-
hold" Of whom Paul writes. He may
even Ileac been among the Christian
inarty0s who, were beened under Nero.
The change Would not have been any
more extraordinary than that which
transfermed 'Saul the persecutor into
Paul fief apostle.' Yon may ray the
story laimaginative, but it is not un-
spiritual life completely wrecked. In re-ase'ria461e. .
this faroff Roman province of Judaea I In the 'dark catacombs of ancient
he is earnestly and prayerfully trying Rome, where 6,000,000 bodies were en-
in the Roman army to make a man out tombed, thee4 is a niartyr's grave which
of himself. . : has inn it ibis epitaph: "While on his
Again the scene changes. It is now .knees in prayer before the altar, of the
about the year 30 A. I/. This is the true,Goel they took him alai led him
time when ell the Jewish world is per- nway to eaeention." I wonder whose
plexecl and 'in doubt about a Nazarene 'grave that was. I have never heard
named Jesus. We are now in the Ro- ! the Wine! of the martyr WhO was buried
man barracks of Jerusalem. This is 'there. -I wonder if it was the grave of
the officers' quarters. Before us sits all old luau. I wonder if it, was the
the well developed figure of tan officer grave of 'Captain Julius. I wonder If
about thirty-eight years of age. This it was the martyr's -grave _of the Ree
Is the former youth of whom we have Man centurion whose coMpany had
been speaking, now a broad shouldered charge of the criicifixion of Christ and
Roman cen'arlon. He turns to one of the five thieves in the spring a 3e
his brother officers and asks: "Tiberius, A. D. It may helot been that grave.
why are they making such, a fuss about When the death angel shall elite ti
this naan Jesue? Who is he? Is he a summon us before the judgment seat
thief or an insurrectionist? Has 'he of christ, 1' would that; like Hint Mil--
murdered anybodi? Why does old,' tyr in the cataaombs of Rome, •lie
Caiaphas, the high priest, hate him so? might and us kneeling "in prayer, ba-
Tell me goinethin,g about him." Then.. fore the, gltar or the true God." then
I think I see Tiberius turn and sharply ; Will that death angel he Nide ht lead
look' about him. I begin to surmise us . Into 'the eaernel life triumphant.
that thia Tiberius is a Christian. Per- I Then we stall pot stand at the foot of
Imps be waa the Roman centurion who the cross, hut we shall be aaated upon
was once stationed in Caliernaum, a throne awl wear a erowo of eternal
about whom Matthew wrote, who had and triumphant reward. May God
bless this sermonie dream. antly that
was the $on of God!" Come, let us
change the, text a little--"Truly this
Then I think I hear that Christian een- man is and forever shall be the Son
turion tell .thilus. his brother officer, of God and our resurrected Saviour
all about this Jesus. "Julius," says he, and redeerning Lord." a
"Christ never did any one any harm. .[Copyright, 1907. by Louis Klopech.]
Starts Life Anew.
Again' the scene changes. I believe
this young man, disgraced and ,socially
ostracized at home, makes up hts mind
to start life anew in one of the distant
Roman provinces. This has been the
natural course for thousands of,young
men of all eenturies who have dis-
graced themselves at heme. Then they:
try to make* new start in a new
world among strangers. Yoe who' have
been western' miners,in the old seven-
ties know Whit I mean, There in those,
western mining camps it was the well
recognized la* that no man should pi"'
into the histolry of.,his neighbors.,
When SOU Houston, the brilliant Of emirate in one sense this sermon is
young governor of Tennessee,•married
to one of the famous beauties of his
state, suddenly felt that he was dis-
graced, what did he do? Though only
thirty-three years of age, he at otice
resigned the gubernatorial chair and
plunged into the wilderness of the far
west. There, in the wild, unexplored
regions of Texas, he began life anew.
When we read again of Sam Houston.
it is not as ttim Homston, the governor
of Tennessee, 'but of :Sam Hdneton, th'
president of the Texas republic. Thus,
as we imaginatively study the life of
this Roman centurion, I see him in dis-
grace leaving his father's home.. Then
I see him next in the taroff province
of Judaea. There, in the Roman camp
of Governor Pilate. I hear him eny:
"The gods helping we, I will yet make
something good out of my lie. Yea;
I have broken mother's heart and
made her hair white as the driver.
snow and' killed her with grief, but 1
will yet make her, if she is alive 'in
another world, prone] of her wayward
son." This centurion of .my text may
have come from one of the purest anti
the inost refined homes of all rural
Italy. Then, by the student life of
lecentious Rome, we see his moral and
a beloved servant dying from an ap-
parently incurable disease. This serv-
ant Christ healed. You know the stor--.
n.a minutest details vileness mi.1
the reoulsive jorruptious of their sins.
Thare they were weleoming their guests
with such words as these: "Come and
see rue hi any lewdness. come and' see
me in my domestic crimes. Come ad
see me al inhuman monster. Come
and see my inner sinful life as it he'
And into such evil erivirounnapts as
these I think the centuriou of my tegt
was inducted In Ramo when he was a
very young man.
I think the Loy came from a pure,
refined homelike that In Which most
of us were cradled. It was :also ao
home which Was not blessed with either
riches or poverty. The Wel homes.tteed
stood in the midst of a vineyard. Tim
farm 'also had its guava pastures for
the cattle and its fields fin raising corn
and wheat. !The father had plenty of
money to support -the family, but he,
had very little to spare. But as this
_boy seemed to be especially bright 1
thiuk the parents did everything iii
their power to seed him to one of the
great aniversities at Rome for an edit-
'cation One night after the childree
.were in bed I think I hear the father
and the Mother talking. "Husband," I
hear the wife say, "we aught to make
-something out oa our boy Julius be-
aides ir common farmer. Of all our
children he seems to love his botWs
th e. best.. Niabteafter night he is pour-
ing over Cicera's antia`Cati-
line's Arraignment.' He has read and
reread every line whicii the lhter poets,
• like Virgil and Hohace, have written.
Why' can we not semi him up to one
of the Roman schools and have him
educated to .be a grat orator and a
statesman?" "Well. mother," I hear
'the husband.say. "perhaps we can do
a. Julius ought to be educated. Per-
haps we can economize a little closer
at this end so that the:boy can spend
our money at the other end for an edit-
-cation."
Thus I see the centurion, then a
very young man, enter one or the
great Roman schools. I see him
caught there in the maelstrom of sin.
L see him„ like the prodigal of Christ's
parable, beedine the victim of all kinds
of evil associations, , I see him, like
thausaeds and tens of thousand e of
young students today, who come from
pure. true. consecrated Christian
aomes in this country, enter the large
universities of some of our great cities
and then plunge headlong into all
kinds of sinfulness. Then I see the
young man, besotted with drink and
evil excesses of all kinds, return to
his old home and say: "Here I am,
mother.' Here I am with health gone
and character gone and noble spiritual
ideals all genie. Here I am. Yee sent
me from the pure associations of My
sisters and my rural home. Here I am,




All he doea la to heal the sick and Open sir risyraree ipearir-v-7-7€ law-eathe eyea of the blind and brush away pa aim ...3. lacmci ...I EL, ir,
Me lepers' ncales. Yes. Julitis, his nes- w
Fi011 N' to heal the broken bodies an!
in cleanse us from all sin."
ak' Captain Julien; Ponder°.
Methinks I can see Captaiii .111:: i
sit4-1-1- there in the Roman barracL,• - .•
Ills head Is resting 0:1 his hand. The i
I heat him say: "Oh, is Jesus all that?
Is Ilia miesion only to help the pea:.
and the sick and the suffering? Is hie
mission to cleanse sinful men' from an
evil past? ,How mearlear mother woital
have loved him! 'How tame are the
penates—the household gods of my old
Roman home! Truly, father and moth-.
,er to the boot of their spiritual light 1
made ,our old home tei,11 virtuous and
pure. But. oh, what ould, 
have been Wag to do had she had this IT
Christ for !ler Saviour?" Then me-
. v motheri
thinks I se- the centurion anxious*.
1(74 into Ttherius' face and 81137! "Cap!,
tairieTiberin4, do you: believe that thill
Jesus will forgave me, even me? Why,
my mother died of le broken heart on
account of the waywardness and rile- terl
'leas of .my youth. Will this Jesus for-
give me, even me?" Then I think I
see Captain Tiberius place his hand Fig
upon Julius' shoulder and say :1 "Yes,
Julius. This Christ can be your Christ ix)
for in my own hearing', after Jesus ,
raised my sick. servant, I heard him I thl
say to a great crowd of people who I Nal
were flocking about him near' Lake!
Galilee, 'All that the Father giveth me ! N•1
shall comb to me, and him that cometh
to me. I will in nowise cast out.' "
iBut again the scene cahanges. We ,
are now standing at the foot of the I
.cross. This' is the crucifixion. Here
are the two thieves, the one on the
right. the other on the left of the cross
which bears ttia dying Lord. Yonder
come the great multitude,' sneering
and wagging their heads.. Here are
the soldiers gambling for the garments
of the dying Saviour. By' a strange
coincidence I find that this same Calf- Ito
tale Julius, whose conversation we
were listening to the other night in
bethe Roman barracks, has en detail-
eel to see that the' order of Pilate in
•
te0
reference to the three state criminals tfi
IS tarried out. Methinks I see hien
'  i
standing in* the forhground ,of the cru- • 41
cifixAon scene looking up at the face
of Jesus. This Roman centurion's tC3
countenance has a troubled look. "Is til
he God?" that countenance seems to
himself, as the sCoffera are challeng-
come down thorn the cross and save
 
FAsay. "If he is God, why does he not
ing him to do? Oh. I wish I could say •
he was' my Lord! Then I might got
back to Rome and tell my brothers and, '
sisters and ,'1dsinful companions
bow
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about him," As the Roman centurion
I
 .vBDElzycyclawcw- BERN-
soliloquizes thus it is about 12 o'clock .&a, Ore
noon. Suddenly the heavens become as
black as midnight. Then there is a r--7 -7"--
booming and a crashing, as though the
rocks were being splintered under our  
feet and 'the , firm mountaind were 1
shaking from their foundations. There
is a great cry of agony. I hear the
Saviour call, "Ell Eli, Lama Sabach-
thani!" which is interpretad, "My God.
niy C•,(1, why bast thou forsaken me!" ,
Then I see the Roman commander in L
fright tremble and crouch as if terror
stricken. Lni see Wm. 'arise and stand
straight hp. aond reft'ai out his hands
toward the ertmis and' cry out, "Truly i
tItis was the Stinf of God!"
. • Another Picture.
1
entirely imaginative. And yet I think 1
.there. may be more truth in it than
Many of us 4ie1eve. .-1S I began it in
an imaginative way. ao. I will end in
the sanN way. ' When I think of this •
Roman (vita-rem. I never picture him
ne simply'ackniewledghtyc,Christ as the i
Son if God and then going back to his 1—/.,".................. .
life of rha I pieture him as resigning I
from the Itnioan irlaiy atid• returning
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Loans and Inves men Is
Made.
Valuables taken care of for ens.
tomers. 'Private Safety Boxes in
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Western Kentucky.
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THAT IF YOU WISH TO MARC
ALONC.4 YOU MUST BE CLAD
lts4 THE L-ATEST. THE
DETTE R YOUR APPAREL:





WE CAN HELP YOU To MARCH ALoNG IN LIFE BY
PITTING YOU OUT IN THE LATEST SPRING FASH-
IONS BoTH IN MATERIALS NOT MADE UP AND IN
ATTIRE THAT IS READY MADE. OUR SPRING
. LINE BLooMS WITH THESE VALUES:
YoU SHoULD SEE THE BEAUTIFUL NEW VoIL-
ES AND FANCY NoVELTIES IN DRESS GOODS To
BE FoUND IN OUR GREAT EW .5-rocK. AL So,
THE LoVELY NEW SILKS AND WASH FABRICS.,
NEVER BEFoRE HAVE WE BEEN ENABLED To
COLLECT SUCH A WoN-DRoUS ARRAY OF AT-
TRACTIVE THINGS IN EVERY SToCK:
RESPECTFULLY,
The Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Co.(Inc.) has •issued
n3ent of its businessIfor th month of February and the increase
scribers is shown as follows:
Ninvber subscribers Pc.b. 1, iota_
Nu4lbortaddc d during -mom h
Numberedh. eon t inued
N.t jocreas •
irothi utwerit•ers°M11 rel, 1. 191)7
TIAN COUNTY.
For
Holding This Year's Institute.—
Two Instructors.
Superintendent W. E. Gray is now
sending to the chairman 9f èah
county district's board of schoel
trustees the blanks for use iv 'taking
the census showirg how many peo-
ple reside in each district between
the ages of 6 and 11 years. The
chairman of each district takes the
census for his district,but gets noth-
ing ior his work. This is reverse to
city schools, as the enumerators get
so many cents,for 'every name pro-
cured between those ages. For every
name between those ages tie state -
NOTES OF NUPTIALS SUSPECT RAIDERS
allows out of the commonwealth
school fund, so many dollars to each
county distrig, this money going to
maintenance of the institutions of
education.
'Although it is yet many weeks be.!
fore the Christian County Teachers'
Institute will be hild here, arrange-
ments are already being made and
the session promises to be one of the
most interesting and instructive ever
held. Contrary to previous insti-
tutes, the one this year will have
two instructors instead of.onc. Dr.
J. C. Willis,president of the Univer-
sity of Louisville, who did such
plendid work hist year will be in
charge again this nar, but he will
be assisted by Miss Ivis Wesscrtt, of
Minneapolis, who has made quite a
reputation as a speFialist in primary
branches. The institute will be held
sometime in July.
DEATH OF MRS. GRIFFIN.
---
LAFAYETTE, Ky., March 20.—
Mrs. Gertie Griffin,for several years
postmistress at this place, died Sun-.
day at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Jenkins, near Itoaring Spring.
Death was caused by pneumonia.
She was about 65 years old.
John Speiden, a stone mason who
has done much4 work in Hopkins-.
ville and the adjacent territory, is
lying at the residencie of W. R.
Howell on thie latter's farm near Ju-
lien, completely paralyzed in his
right si0e.
Tuesday evening at the residence
of the bride in Clarksville, Tenn.,
Miss Lena Mai Wood and Mr.Lewis
Preston Payne, of this city, were
united in matrimony. The bride is
the pretty daughter of ?fir. and Mrs.
D. B. Wood, and Mr. Payne is an
esteemed young citiseli and book-
keeper for R. C. West. Among the
HopkOsvillei guests who ,attended
the nuptials were Mr. and Mrs. G.
A. Payne, Mrs. H. M. Dalton and
son, Miss Beulah Had& ck, Ed B.
Courtney, and Messrr. Thomas
Payne and W. M. Terry.
The marriage ofi Mr. James W.
Robertson, formerly of Paducah and
now of Pine Bluff, and Miss Nina
Blane, of this city, took place here
Tuesday. They will live at Pipe
'Bluff. Mr. Robertson, is a will
known young railroad man, recent-
ly transferred from Paducah to Pine
Bluff. He was a member of Com-
pany Ku of Paducah, and saw ser-
vice in the Spanish-American war.
Whitman-Reeder.
G. G. Reeder and Mrs., Sophia
Whitman, both of tlif% city, were
married last night. '44
Beau the The Kind Yal Have Always Bou
Bignattue
Tobacco Barn of Nonunion Farmer
is Burned.
RUSSELIATICLE, Ky., March 19
—W., T. toung'e large tobacco barn
nea101instead, was destroyed last
night by flames.
The fire Was of incendiary origin
Young did not belong to the asso-
ciation and night riders are suspect-
ed of being the perpetrators of the
deed. •
The loss is very heavy.
Those desiring life insurance will
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, itist. J. No Stockholders.
Ap: profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for econo-
mical management, liberality of its
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi-




J. G. Hord was thrown from his
buggy yesterday morning when the
horse which be was driving became
frightened and wheeled. suddeuly.
His back, head and elbow were
painfully bruised. Mr. Hord had
only one of the reins in his band and
was unable to control the animal
and he was thrown out, his body
striking the curbing.
CP MT. X AIL.
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ABSOLUTELY PURE
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 20.—
The court, of appeals today held
that the legislative redistricting bill,
passed by the last general assembly,
was unconstitutional.
The court of appeals today held
that the office of county surveyor is
not provided for under the statutes.
Jury Returns Verdict and
Him $2,000.
LAWRENCEBURG, Ky., March
19.—In the case of Capt. Noel Gaines
against W. P. Walton, editor of the
Frankfort Journal, for libel, the
jury today returned a verdict in fa-
vor of the plaintiff and awarded him
$2,000.
The suit grew out of savage edi-
torial attacks on Gaines' character
following his publication in "The
Crusader" of the Haly-Lassing let-
ter. Gaines sued Walton for r.25,001)..
The jury returned the verdict after
being out forty minute. The vote
stood 10 to 1. By ageement eleven
men tried the case owing to the ill-
ness of one of the jurors.
Claude Sisk, who is connected_
with the L. & N. railroad at Cincin-
nati, was brought to the city yester-
day wilh a case of Vphoid fever
accompanied by his wife.
They are the residence of Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
}Amundsen .
The Sacramento Valley Improvement Co. is offering a free trip to California and return if you agree to join
several others who are forming a club to purchase 30 lots of their very valuable Real Estate. When these lots are all bespoken
the club selects one of its number to go to Calitornia to inspect the proposition. You may be the lucky one to go if you join this club
The company improves these lots for you and you have NO TAXES OR INTEREST to pay for 5 years. The company gives you
five years to pay for the land AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The company will prove to you, by sending you or your appointee to California, that the investment will pay you 50 per cent
or more for the uext 50 years or over.
Would you like to have $100 or more a year for the rest of your life by paying $10 a month? Of course y911 would. All wise
men and women are looking for just such an opportunity, we don't want the others.
Remember, you don't pay us a cent until you or your appointee returns from California and reports that every word of this
is true, Isn't that the fairest proposition you ever heard of? WHO is taking ALL the chances? The company is—NOT YOU. That
trip will cost us $200, and we are trusting to your word. Cap for particulars at once. There are still 12 lots to go:
W. DI TURNER, General Agent, Sacramento Valley Improvement Company
